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bond
1,500,000 inestimable value to the American of the Interest on these
No one disputes that; the though they were admitted to be
100,000
full
1,800,000 records of the work are too plain. Id. and the people received
850,000

.tr.A
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.

el- -

therefor and are enjoying
Laughlln,

thot the sldaratlon

and newspaper the proceeds (hereof. Judge
1,060,000
used U, the torn in his statement before your commit200,000
wnen asked wny me peop e
340,000 what modern sense of freedom frcm tee.
on

niZndenS

Samuel E. Day for the Navajo reser-ueonlElmer MaTsh for the Pueblo?,
Utes and Apaches, and George V.
Newton In charge of the census of
The cost
n.lnes and manufactures.
of this census in New Mloo It !
estimated will be about $100,000.
"The press and public generally
enthusiastic
have been
alally in the work. While there is
to be reckof
error
ways a percentage
oned with, it will be reduced to a
minimum this year."

valuation;
con-- .
e

tained from the old political system
It America should miss the opportunity to afford the world an example of
the splendid efficiency of this modern
American scheme In its application to
the government of Its large citieB. It
would be quite In keeping with the
tendency of ward government to block
municipal progress of every kind, if
it now permitted Toronto to demonstrate to the great municipalities of
the earth the meaning of the American plan of commission government."

THE VALUE OF KEEPINO WELL.
The nation is awakening to the Importance of keeping well. Even the
towns
publio schools In progressive
and cities now have medical inspectors and life Insurance companies think
of paying physicians to look after
their patrons so as to keep them ln
good health. The waste of Bickness
is erroneous but today, wa are making of health a cult, almost a religion.
A few generations ago, Bays Walter
Magazine," the
Weyl, ln "Success
American lady considered robustness
In novels a vanishing
indelicate.
waist, a becoming pallor and a tendency to swoon was the proper thing.
Bad health was good form. Today
gooS health is good form. We have
face and
learned that a chalk-whit- e
do not constitute
a bad heart-actiotrue femnlnlty, and that tuberculosis
is caused by germs and not by a genWe have distle, pious character.
covered that our health Is a valuable
asset.
How valuable It is we can not exhow
actly figure, for while we know
many sheep and hogs there are ln the
country, we do not know exactly how
many sick people there are. Nevertheless, lf we apply a fairly accurate
method worked out by
a great English statistician we must
conclude that there are almost three
million people constantly sick in the
United States three million people
sick every day of the three hundred
and sixty-fiv- e
days. We lose an average of thirteen days a .year in illness;
altogether we give up to Illness one
thousand million days. Our sick-bed- s
would reach from Portland, Maine, far
into the Pacific, and would always be
occupied. In medicines, doctors' services, hospital expenses and loss of
sick-bil- l
Is
earning power our annual
about two billions of dollars. And it
Is but a part, for millions of us are
sick without knowing it. We are well
enough to be up, but not well enough
to do our best work or get the best
out of life.".
'
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DON'T GET ANGRY
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Panama canal, one of the latest vie- - It morally ought to meet. Thus far, tn
of mind are making forecast to see
That Is the advice that the EI Paso
pr0,er perservatlon or conserva-tim- s waged against him for several months
of the American journalistic however, It has been absolutely im- - ton of the water supply, if promoters
how near they come to the actual re
Uncle Joe Cannon gives no new adpast.
Herald gives to everybody when dis
guillotine. Panama is this, Panama possible to pay these debts. To com- - of arge ,rrlgatIon works snould be alwhen he says that the best re
port and the census office at Santa Fe
vice
that
assertion
the
venture
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Is already receiving inquiries for the posed to resent the personal questions ls that. The canal should be dug pel their payment would have meant lowed
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COL. R. E. TWITCHELL

MAKES

BELEN GIRL'S
He

TERRIBLE DEATH

A

HIT.

Tellt Pueblo of Great Advantage
of Hearing National Irrigation
Congress Thli Year.

I
ARE

Will

parks to 160 acres, within 3 miles of
the town. In many cases there are
no suitable sites for public parks up- QUAY
on the public land within three miles
of the town, while there may be
scenic canyons or groves and other
desirable places for Buch purposes at
a greater distance from the towns.
The public health and general welfare
of the Inhabitants require that cities Territory

WILLIAM

SMITH BURKE
LAY8 DOWN PEN,

PAIS DEBT
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foregood
the
make
considered a private snap.
tricts where the bird Is scarce. Good Is a difficult one. It
pleasure we
Mayor Sena's administration, the pub- spends for Its city government. But built some
requires patience.
day and ln the meanwhile going announcement; for we know It sport. In the Held ls one of the finest tact, and
Is Republican and Roslic funds were
persistence and prompt an
economically handled. then Santa Fe
the men of a community who see no will be received
In
lax
Wish those lardy senators
payers
could
recreations. New Mexico Is a natural swers and a smiling welcome will help
by the
They never were very large and the well Is Democratic!
farther than the proboscis In their the same
henr the way the census returns are
total Income in two years amounted
spirit."
over
to
almost
Us
much
a
hunting
ground
censuB.
get
good
the
Help
face are losing good, solid dollars by
YOUR
GROUCH.
GET
Into
to only 21,103.1O or
area.
OVER
New
the
It ls a valuable resource. enumerator!
Mexico's superdropping
of the
not getting together and securing for
In Arthur Sellgman, the
city ot and one which we can afford to take
visor's office. If they did thoy would
Income of Albuquerque and
The trend of municipal affairs, the themselves the benefit of such a
only a
sunia ire nns a good mayor, no nug00d caro 0f.
fraction of what cities like Roswcll, past two days has given some of the
Tihe Albuquerque Journal has not pass thnt statehood hill poco pronto.
as their children will
every qualification and every Intent to
East Las Vegas and Raton have to citizens a grouch. They ought to get road, such
yet seen a copy of that much heralded
In the sweet manana when trougive the city the best administration
Tho
expend. Of this 121,000 more than It out of thelir system as quickly as bles cease from
Help tho census enumerator. Smile
w,nd
cIoil,,B Hlntnkood report of Senator Albert J.
and
everytroubling
a quarter or to be exact $5,580 went possible. Matters are not so bad as
8ort roa,iBl made "ii" an unp.opl- - Bnvorldge which he boasted ho would on him and be good to him. He Is
be and will do what he ought Z:, Z,
will
body
to the Water and Light
tlous
for the census In New Mex- mnke the best that ever was. It is a doing the nation's work and Is dolnn
Company a to excuse any citizen from working to be and do.
ceB are very tyrannical.
He may aim ico to day
standing charge. More than $1,364 of for the common good and that means
begin, but nevertheless, tonight, great disappointment and the Senator It for comparatively little pay and
for the Ideal but must bo satlslled to
the total Income went to the Woman's the upbuilding of the city. Go to the
at the end of the first day's work of from Indiana either has lost his much less glory.
Board of Trade for the maintenance show tonight, not to be instructed or
There are occasions when patience attain only a small portion of it, In the three hundred
and more enumera- exploited brilliancy or really does not
of the plaza and library, $",C00 went to find a solution for existing political ceases to be a virtue, when It Is pub order to make any progress at all, ho
Sonator Nelson ought to feel easier
A
tors, from 10,000 to 16,000 residents of know much about the territories.
for police protection and $3,100 for conditions, but to laugh. The man lic duty to rebel and refuse to pay must at times compromise when his Now
Mexico had their names down copy of any of the governor's reports after he had rid his liver of the grouch
A
ror tne past dozen years would have he has against President Taft and Atgarbage collection.
little over who laughs ls a booster, the man with taxes, when good citizens must undo manhood rebels against compromise. upon the 'cenRiis schedules.
$2,000 was spent on the streets. A a grouch Is a knocker.
made a much bettor, a more Illumin torney General Wlckersham.
It is all a what their own indifference permitted He was not the New Mexican's choice
balance of $2,178.29, after all bills matter of temperament and a good to be accomplished. There were men for mayor merely because he was the
Nature has done all that ls possible ing report on the statehood hill than
nominee
and
ticket
the
of
In
Democratic
were paid, wns turned over to the laugh will expel more bile from your
the days of 1776 who dared to do
to make Santa Fe a beautiful town. tho Beverldge report.
"Barbarous Mexico" has found more
new city administration.
this and more to get rid of an obnox- the Republicans had nominated Just If tho
That cer- syRtem than a dose of liver pills.
limn a rival In "Barbarous Mississipproperty owners will lake a
as
now
able
man.
and
But
that
of
good
ious
a
seems
form
This
has
been
government.
Delon wants to Incorporate,
Solomon, accounted the wlBest man
economical
tainly
manageHere
little
In
front
their
pride
pi" and "Barbarous Tennessee."
yards this
ment.
who ever lived, said: "A merry heart to be a good time to force the adop- tho matter has been settled by the summer
" - ....
It can be made to look even at Santa Fe some peoplo speak of
jH
Yet, many permanent Improvements doeth good like a medicine."
by voters, Mayor Soligman shall have bettor than It does now.
He tion of commission government
some com
disincorporating.
Funny,
are
There
The adjudication of water rlghtB Is
have been made. The city Is cleaner knew that happiness
and In the support of this paper in every sin a lot
came
from cities that are misgoverned
are
munities
some
like
alwnvs
of
people,
old
fences
should
come
that
the
most Important problem before
and more sanitary and more beautiful within, not without, He believed ln which city councils brazenly defy the cere effort to give the city an ecO' dow"
wanting what they haven't got wheth- New
Mexico today.
,and numerous ""& piles that er It be trouble or
than it ever has been. There hnve the mirth cure. He knew that trou- - public will and subverse the public nomlcal, progressive management of
pleasure.
burned.
been laid 15,033 feet or about three h'6' ar borrowed, for he said so. Ho good.
municipal affairs.
PAGE FOUR.

Bevies

miles of brick and cement sidewalks;
over the Ara, bridge has been built
royo Sals and Palace avenue and other streets have been graded thus laying the foundation for permanent Improvement work on those thoroughfares. The river bed has been cleaned and betterment is manifested In
other directions. Mayor Sena on' another page gives In detail an accounting of his stewardship and after reading It carefully the tax payer must
say: "Well done thou good and faithful servant!" and as to the reward
there Is the satisfaction of a duty
well performed.
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of 1902, and the quantity of corn The appearance of tho envelopes does over their hanks and cause the annual
MILLION MI88IVE8 TO
traverses the central part of the pre- BURRO CEMETERY IN
FORT SUMNER LAND
not warrant the stamping ot such let- deluge.
DEAD LETTER OFFICE. less than one-fift- h
that of 1900.
80CORRO COUNTY.
,
OFFICE BILL AND REPORT. ssed district, and, as before stated,
The total value ot all live animals ters as being "Biipposed liable to cusThe question that naturally arises
there is a line of railroad from Vaughn
When packages and let- Is: How can dry farming or eny othOut By a Correspondent at More Than 8even Thousand Contain- exported in 1910 will aggregate ap tom duty."
Originally Intended to Be Located it to the eastern boundary, which passes Yarn Sent
ed Money Enormous Amount of
proximately 20 million dollars, against ters are so stamped the addressee Is er method of cultivation affect the reDouglas, Ariz., That Sounds
Clovle Measure la Likely to
through Fort Sumner.
52 million in 1901; the value of bread required to open such mall matter In sults of
Weird.
Business for One Month.
phethese meteorological
It is therefore suggested that the
Paaa Thli 8easlon.
stuffs In 1910 about 140 million dol the presence ot a customs or postal nomena?
A bill to create an additional land word "Clovis" in the title and in lines
(Iiy Aloyslus Coll.)
Washington, D. C, April 19. The lars, against 334 million in 1898; the official. If the contents are found to Dry farming is based upon tho
district in the Territory of New Mex- 2, 10 aud 10 on pagei 2 of the bill be
Ariz., April 19. Pisa, has monthly statement of imports and ex- value of meat and dairy
products be contraband it is seized under the principle of conservation of moisture
ico, to be known as the "Clovis land eliminated and the words "Fort Sum- herDouglas,
marissued by tho Bureau of Statis- about 140 million dollars against 211 customs laws and regulations.
Cnmpo Santo, where rest in
ports
sugIp the soil. Farmers in the semi-ariIf
therefor.
this
ner"
substituted
district,"
ble arcades Due notables of the past; tics of the department of the com- million In 1906.
Frequently a dealer In this country West accomplish this by systematic
Be It enacted by the Sonata and gestion meets with the approval of the Genoa
manu
and
a
of
value
meantime
dealer
In
as
figot
the
acts
the
for
labor
her
and
merce
has
marbles,
foreign
agent
today presents
garden
has no
tillage. Deep plowing, so that tho fallHouse of Representatives of the Unit- committee, this department
where exquisitely carved angels weep ures for March nnd the nine months facturos exported has Increased and keeps on hand only a few samples
ing moisture may penetrate the earth
ed States of America in Congress as- objection to the bill being enacted in- over the heroes of Piedmont but
1910, compared with will be in 1910 approximately 750 mil- from which he secures orders. These to
March,
ending
the greatest depth, is one of the
sembled, That an additional land dis- to law; otherwise I have to recom Olenwood Springs, across the border like
In orders are then sent to the dealers In
In 1909. The March Im- lion dollars-- , against 453 million
poriods
trict is hereby created In the Territory mend that it shall not rocelve the fav In New Mexico, has the only cemetery ports were $162,955,070, un Increase 1902, 258 million in 1896, and 179 mil the foreign country who mall direct fundamental principles of all success'
of New Mexico, to embrace lands de- orable consideration of your commit- for burros In all the world. Olenwood of $:)0,(I81,150 over those of March, lion In 1890, thus bringing the value to the purchaser in this country. In ful dry fanning systems, while systematic cultivation of the surface to
scribed as follows: Beginning at the tee.
Springs Is modest. It boasts of hav- 11)09; exporlB $143,700,403 an increase of all exports for 1910 to within about this manner the agent escapes to a maintain a dust blanket, Is tho suppledetecof
Very respectfully,
extent
of
In
the
million
dollars
record
150
certain
the
with
point where the township line between
burros
March,
the
for
high
possibility
of $4,409,096 compared
ing
only cemetery
mental principle applied to retain the
R. A. BALUNGER,
tion.
the Southwest, but I think the claim 1909. For the months ending March, of 1907 and 1908.
townships four and Ave north of the
the
Secretary.
Intersects
If it is found practicable Postmaster moisture.
base line parallel
Increase In Postofflce Receipts.
might be extended to the far corners 1910, the Imports were $1,184,272,106
That deep plowing and systematic
HON. F. W. MONDKLL, Chairman of the earth,
The statement of groBs postal re- General Hitchcock will ask that our
and still Glenwood an Increase of $235,245,281 over the
boundary line botween the Territory
of New Mexico and the State line ot Committee on the Public Lands, House Springs Is the "great unvanqutsbed" corresponding months of last year; ceipts at the fifty largest offices dur representative at the international cultivation will create a soil reservoir
In for storing indefinitely the bulk of the
In this distinction.
Texas; running thence west from said ot Representatives.
exports $1,352,915,403, an Increase of ing the month of March reflects a conference urge that hereafter
In
business treaties with the various foreign pow- moisture which falls upon the ground
This odd little buriul ground is pre- $55,851,526 compared with the same decided
Improvement
intersection along sold township line Public Lands for Parks and Cemeteries.
sided over by George Krass, who Is months ot last year. The excess of throughout the country, compare with ers a provision be made for the extra- in the form of rain or snow, and' that
to its intersection with the line between ranges fifteen and sixteen east ' Washington, April 19 One of the Bald to be the son of a Pittsburg exports over Imports In the nine the same month last year. Only one dition of persons who may be guilty of the conservation of moisture in the
of the New Mexico prime meridian; most important bills affecting New brewer, and who combines with his months ending with March, 1910, is office reported a decrease in receipts, sending or Importing obscene matter. soli by these methods makes agrof duties as sexton of the burros' burial $168,873,237, a decrease of $279,393,-75- that office being at Nashville, Tennes
iculture in the semi-ari- d
sections of the
thence south along saidi range line Mexico Introduced at tills session H.
west where the rainfall Is extremely
when compared with last year. In see the decrease being 5.44 per cent HOW DISASTROUS FLOODS
ground the day watch at the village
to its intersection with the township Congress is that by Delegate W,
of
the
the
In
ImMAY BE PREVENTED. limited not only possible but profit
entry
the single month of March 1910,
compared with the same month
power house.
line between townships five and . six Andrews to authorize
ciiles
1909.
The postmaster nt Nashville
who has lived In the ports exceeded exports by $l!l,2.")4-,61able, is attested by thousands of prac
public lands by incorporated
Every
south; thence east along said town- und
towns
could
for
and
no
purtho
cause
decrease. Conservation of Moisture of Soil in tical farmers who have successfully
for
cemetery
park
Southwest knows that the burro is while In March of lust year exports
give
ship line to the boundary line be- poses and which has been favorably with the
Semi-Ariin
DutiThe
of
Increase
Is
total
of
States
and
Arid
exceeded Imports by $6,117,441.
percentage
prospector the forerunner
produced crops by dry farming methtween the Territory of New Mexico recommended
by the House committee civilization on the desert and seml- - able imports in the nine months end- grosB receipts for March was 14.70
the Solution,
ods in districts with limited rainfall
and the State of Texas; thence begin- on
public lands. The bill reads as urld mesas of Arizona, Nevada, New ing with March, 1910, were valued ot compared with the same month of
during periods ranging from three to
ning; and that Fort Sumner, within follows:'
Mexico aud Southern California, The $599,502,641, against
last 1909, when It was 14.50 per cent greatSpokane, Wash., April 20. Conser 40 years.
said district. Is hereby designated as
He It enacted by the Senate and burro eats cactus, even the kind that year, an increase of $95,049,529; im- er than the same month In 1908.
At vation ot the moisture of the soil In
Tests made on virgin soil show that
the site for the land office thereof.
House of Representatives of the Uni- the wizard Burbank has not deprived ports free of duty in the nlno months the fifty offices during March 1910, the semi-ari- d
belt of the western part tile normal moisture was preceptlble
Sec. 2. That the secretary of the ted States of America In Congress as-- : ot the
dangerous whiskers; he risks ending with March, 1910, $584,709,525 the total gross receipts amounted to of the United States by modern meth- to no appreciable depth, while In cuinterior shall cause all plats, maps, .fumbled, That the act of Congress ap- the fangs
of tho rattler and (foe bite against $444,573,773 last year, an In- $10,707,335.23 compared with $9,334,-623.8- ods of tillage will avert the disastrous ltivated orchards It was found at
records and papers in the Roswell and proved September 30th, 1890, entitled of the
skunk. He is to crease of $140,195,752.
Dutiable imduring tlie same month In 1909, spring floods in the Mississippi val depths ranging from 15 to 20 feet.
hydrophobia
Santa Fe land ofllces which relate to "An Act to authorize entry of the the silent pilgrims of tho arid gulches ports during the months of March. an increase of $1372,711.39.
Where deep plowing and systematic
ley.
or form a necessary part of the record public lands by incorporated cities what the mottled Arab steed is to the 1910, were $86,151,332, against
The three cities reporting the great
This theory Is advanced by Prof, A. cultivation has not been practiced tlie
of the lands embraced in the land dis- and towns for cemetery and park pur- Bedouin of the plains of Africa, he Is
In March last year; free Im- est percentage of increase In revenue E. Chamberlain,
superintendent of the rains do not penetrate the hard,
trict hereby created to be transferred poses." (Twenty-sixtstatutes, page the camel of the gold hunter, the Pull- ports In March, 1910, $76,803,844, over the same montn of last year, Farmers' Institute In South Dakota,
run off in streams
Boil, but
to the same, and said district created five hundred and two), be, and the man car of the silver seeker. Occa- against $61,286,600 in March of last were:
Massachusetts,
Springfield,
statement in which convert the sand beds of the
as aforesaid shall be known as the same is hereby, amended to read as sionally a western Tennyson sings his year. The Imports of tihe .month, 25.S3; Seattle, Wash., 23.46; and Prov- who makes the following
the current Issue of the Dry Farming jarroyos Into raging torrents, the snow
follJws:
"Fort Sumner land district."
praises In an ode with broken feet, March, are larger than In any earlier idence, Rhode Island, 25.37.
Congress Bulletin, published In Spo- - gathered during the winter following
Sec. 3. That the President is au
"That incorporated cities and towns but a dead burro has never been a month In the history of our commerce
Free Trade in Hidea Disastrous.
Uhe same course when It succumbs to
kane:
thorized to appoint, by and with the shall have the right, under rules and holy thing
Glenwood
the
Since the transfer of hides to the
and exceed $22,416,303
imports
except at
If everv acre of land west of the the rays or the spring sun.
consent of the Senate, a person to act regulations prescribed by the secre- Springs. Here his services In life of November, 1909, the former high free list the imports of that commodMissouri river were in a good state of
Here, Jhen, is the answer to the
as register and also a person to act tary of tihe Interior, to purchase at have not been forgotten in death.
record month.
ity have moro than doubled. Returns
and plowed to a depth of question, bow will dry farming affect
cents an
as receiver of the aforesaid Fort Sum- one dollar and twenty-livDead Letters,
Six miles up the canyon from the
are at hand for the first eight months cultivation
thonsund of the current fiscal year and com- not less than 10 inches at least every the results of the meteorological phener land district, and that such cleri- acre for cemetery or sewer purposes camp Is the Little Fanny power house, One million, ninety-sevethe torrents in the riv- nomena which cause the annual floods
cal force as may be necessary hall nut exceeding one quarter section of the property ot the Socorro Mining and fifty-tw- o
pieces of mail matter parison with the returns for corres- alternate year,
public lands not reserved Company. Here a turbine engine de were received by the division of dead ponding terms of earlier years is pos- ers leading from the mountains to the In the Mississippi and its tributary
be assigned to the said Fort So iner
unheard rivers:
land office by the secretary of thj in- for public use other than for a forest velops 385 horsepower, and to sup letters during the month of March, sible. Hide lmnorts for the first eight Mississippi river would be
The dry farmer opens the soil so
reserve, such lands to he within three ply fuel to generate thiB power It re- or 72,708 more than for the correspondmonths of fiscal years have been as0'"
,
terior. Thn Missouri. Mississippi, Platte, .that the moisture which falls upon It
follows: 1905, $30,769,109; 1906,
Amend the title so as to read: "A miles of such cities or towns; aud quires 25 cords of wood a day. It ing month in 1909.
Republican and Arkansas rivers and a will penetrate the ground, instead of
Among these letters were 7,364 8!Ki,54l; 1907, $38,536,397; 1908,
bill to create an additional land dls-- . shall also have the right to purchase requires ten burros to pack one cord
hundred other less Important streams 'running off In destructive streams. He
trict In the Territory of New Mexico, at said price per acre such amountnec-of ot wood to the plant from the hills, which contained money, aggregating 484.305; 1909. $33,437,708; 1910,
ts
and thus 250 burros are kept busy $5,665, of which $4,193.71 was returned 731,176.
at least once a year gather the tor- - holds tho moisture in the soil by
to be known as the 'Fort Sumner land such lund as may be reasonably
and. while this
or
for
mountain
tematic
cultivation,
the
to
in
all
essary
down
purposes
to
each
the
tho
senders.
public
park
shows
"
that
Reference
list
the
day,
company
lwur
owning
report
district."
for the protection of the water sup- 300 burros to do the work.
The month closed with the work some reflection of this increase In im- gorge and surge through the coulees eventually finds Its way to the sur-an- d
Report by Committee on Public Lands
said city or town, not to exof
to
or
The
date.
trail
the
bur
which
ply
there
is nothing in
up
path
arroyos of the high western face streams, it Is so gradual that
ports,
nlthough
practically
on
the public lands, ceed six hundred aud
The committee
forty acres, such ros patiently follow from the wood
price changes to account for an In- plains, and swollen with the melting the normal Bow or the streams Is not
Huntley Irrigation Project.
to. whom was referred the bill (H. R. lands to bo within
of
miles
twelve
on
a
(home creased foreign Bale. For the eight snows and spring rains these streams affected to any appreciable degree.
Eleven new Bettlers filed
groves in the hills to the plant is
192C8) to create additional land dis- such
city or town: Provided, That the treacherous one, and notwithstanding steads under the Huntley Irrigation months of the fiscal year 1910, exports nuri floods through the towns and
It may be many years before the set-o- f
trict In the Terarltory of New Mexico, patents
advanc-oveact shall tihe proverbal
Issued
this
r
under
and
the
of
March,
leather show a gain of $4,000,000 ctes
project, Montana, during
t10 Mississippi and tributary (lenient of the west shall have
to be known as the Clovis land dis- contain the reservation that the lands southwestern
sales of a year ago, exports of valleys, driving men, women and chil- - led sufficiently to bring about complete
burro, the headstones many letters of Inquiry relating to opthe
with
back
same
the
trict, report
shall revert to the United States in erected over the graves of the burros portunities on the project are being boots and shoes Increased $1,500,000, nren f'r(im their homes and leaving
immunity from flood danger In the
following amendments:
case the city or town shall not occupy in the quaint cemetery tell only too received not only at the field office and harness and other leather goods
desolation and disease In Mississippi valley, but that this will
destruction,
"Clovis" or use the
Sti'lke out the
word
same for such purpose or often of mistakes made on the moun- but by the statistician of the reclama Increased $350,000, a total of nearly!.,
h)e accomplished when all the land is
wherever It appears in the bill and In- shall attempt to sell or dispose of the tain
D.
C. iu,vuu,uuu in Ba:es oi learner ana manside, which terminated the career tion service in
most of these under cu uvauon seems poes.uie
statement
that
The
sert In lieu thereof the words 'Fort same: Provided further, That selec- of the wood packers. In all there are The farmers have ashington,
been plowing and ufactures Jhereof. This little experi"
"
'
Sumner."
tions under this act within forest re- now in Mie cemetery 50 graves, and, otherwise preparing their lands for ment in free hides has not yet exce- floods are caused by the melting ,yAmend the tltlte so as to read as serves shall be approved by the sec- nt least 30" of these contain the bones seeding since March 10. Tho seed ed any audible wall of ruin or even of snows on the mountains is generally
snow
follows. To create an additional land retary of agriculture before patent is- of burros that met death in accidents. beds are in excellent shape and many Injury to American Interests. Chica- accepted, yet it is a fact that
PULPIT
fac- MINISTER ABANDONS
of the settlers have
district in the Territory of New Mex- sues.
begun sowing go prices for hides show their usual Is only one of tho contrlbntnry
TO ENTER POLITICS.
Little or no consideration has
The
Febru- tors.
wheat
and
the
of
peas.
oats,
spring
fluctuation,
ico, to be known as the Fort Sumner
quotations
HE INVESTED IN
CONSIDERABLE DAMAGE BY
beet sugar factory at Billings has con- ary being somewhat below these ot been given to the rainfall In that vast
land district.
Wash., April 20. Firmly
SOUTHWESTERN MINES.
FROST IN PECOS VALLEY.
tracted with a number of the settlers last August, but the average for im- stretch ot territory west of the 9Sth in Spokane.
committee
the
amended
as
thus
And
belief that as a minister of the
the
rebelief
common
being
Aratesia, N. M April 19. The
who will plant 1,300 acres in sugar ported hides is well above Chicago meridian, the
recommend that the bill do pass.
gospel he was living in a sphere ot
When It Did Not Pan Out John R. beets this spring. ,
quotations. The Inference from the that the area once known as "the Ideals and thorles, apart from the
number of cent cold snap has done considerable
The largely increased
Ar- Out
reSwore
Pries
Warrant
for
not
Desert"
vicindoes
In
of
the
In
to
Foodstuffs. experience thus far is that free hides Great American
fruit crop
this
Reduction
Exports
land filings in the various land offices Injury
world's activity and progress, Charles
rest of John i. McCullough
ity although owners of the larger or
Exports of foodstuffs from the Unit have either filled a want or stimulated ceive sufficient rain to make an appre- H.
In New Mexico, owing to the Influx chards
Braden, formerly pastor of Grace
wa
the
Promoter.
will
amount
of
to
about
ed
volume
but
an
months
the
saved
the
of
the
the
in
States
The
that
variation
ciable
crop
hope
eight
industry.
abanof settlers in that Territory and the by the use
10 million dollars in value in the fis
Mis- - Baptist church of Spokane, has
in
tlie
the
streams
current
fiscal
of
show
the
pots.
Importater
carried
smudge
by
year
Rreat distances of the present offices
doned the pulpit to enter national polD. L. Newkirk hns received his com
cal year 1910 against more than 450 tlon of 430,000,000 pounds of hides 'slsslppi vallev.
(From
Hutchinson,
News.)
Kansas,
setfrom the lands which are open to
itics, which, he says, after all, tr
mission and has taken oharge of the , A warrant for the arrest of John I. million in 1906, practically 500 mil and skins, as compared with Zn.ooo,
That this view Is erroneous is some extent, expresses life as it is
tlement, has created a demand for a
lion In 1900, and over 550 million in 000 pounds a year ago. The handling
Ham- McCullough,
W.
the
which
In
been
has
postofflce,
volHarry
succeeding
the
of
new land office for the convenience of
proved by a computation
actually lived, adding:
ilton who resigned.
hands of Sheriff Duckworth for nearly 1898, the thigh record year for the ex- and treatment of that additional
ume of water In on annual rainfall of
the public, which will also expedite
"I have come to feel that while the
means work and wages 10
H. G. Gray will soon leave the First two months, was served this morning portation of foodstuffs.
pounds
an
on
rain
One
reInch
of
Inches.
the work of the other offices by
In this term "foodstuffs" are In- for many people. Nowhere along tho
ministry continues to preach and
National bank and go to the State Na when the authorities learned that Mcacre
as
ot
iib.sm
ground represents
lieving the congestion now existing,
idealize, politics continue to live and
tional bank. Mr.
is a fine ac Cullough had arrived In the city last cluded wheat, corn aud other bread-stuff- line Is there visible any Interference
set forth in the letter from the sec- countant and will Gray
,.oo,i, Bm,,... .u. - d0. tlmt (he gap Mveea them C011.
meat and dairy products, live with domestic supply. The poor cat- - ..umius c.
take the place of night. He registered
Reno
at
the
attach
is
l
nuoiau
b.,1.1 tn
.l,nca
retary of the Interior which
lnes tg w(,pn an(J (hat ,ne preacner-Albert Blake, who resigned on account house; and was in bed when Sheriff cattle, fish, fruits, rice and vegetables.
'(,ved 271,551.63 gallons
In all these articles while prices are be greatly endangered by free hides
ed hereto and made part ot this re of ill health.
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ashlngton, D. C, where she was on
war, when the United
her way from Phoenix to loin her a reception at their home on Lincoln U. Mennett, of La Vegas; and the
Tuesday afternoon.
husband. Both Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
ladles from this city: Mrs. States had taken over Porto Rico and PENNSYLVANIA COAL
flowing
,
was
Godwin
E.
Austen, secretary of thejan-aendeavoring to bring order out
are well known In Raton and many
Mrs. McFie, Mrs. L. Bradford
ON UPPER PECOS.
old time friends had the pleasure of cattle sanitary board, and who resides Prince. Mrs. Harroun. Mrs. Brookes. of chaos. President McKinley was conChe
Las
of
with
is
in
fronted
at
the
Palace
brief
finding
hotel Mrs. Rapp, Mrs. Sloan, Mrs. Splta.
problem
Vegas,
meet'ng Mrs. Barnes during hsr
a man who could go to the island and Uncommon Formation Discovered in
District Forester A. C. Ringland is Mrs. Garrett and Mrs. Ervien.
visit between trains yesterdav -- Kv
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Brogan, formerly
D. McElroy of
Vegas,
(From Mines and Minerals.)
fashion.
Claude
connected
several
for
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Hutto,
Mexican,
New
hotel.
formerly
of
editor
Gregg's
It is well known that west of the
Such a man must needs be familiar
C. E. Parsons of Stanley, Is visiting
months past the efficient and aggres- with the New Mexican, is In Santa Fe
with Spanish customs, as well as with Great Plains, the Pennsylvania series
sive secretary of the
Albuquerque from Albuquerque on a brief business friends ln the city.
is represented by beds chiefly marine
Commercial Club, tendered his resig- visit.
A. E. Wynne of the forestry serv- American law, and such a man was
not easy to locate. They had able ln character, The nature of these
Mrs. A. J. Abbott, wife of Judge A. ice is in the city.
nation at a meeting of tiie board of
beds testifies to the marked contrast
directors last night and Thomas J. J. Abbott, who lives in the Frljoles
J. E. Snevely, a salesman from Judges on the supreme bench of Porto in the
physiography of the western
Rico, but they were all Spaniards and
Naylon, for nearly three years secre- canon, Is visiting relatives and friends Salt Lake, is at the Claire.
as compared to the eastern portion
C. S. Thompson, a Pueblo salesman. knew nothing of American law.
tary of the board of education, was here.
The president was about in despair, of the United States toward the close
Mrs. A. Mennett, who has been at Is calling on the trade here.
elected to succeed him. Following the
wnen
along came someone who knew of Carboniferous time. There is evielection of Mr. Naylon as secretary, the Palace since the Mills Inauguraon
McFie
R.
returned
Judge John
what he was talking about, and said: dence, however, to Bhow that occasionthe directors adopted a set of resolu- tion, will return to her home ln Las Saturday evening from Raton.
"Get Sulzbacher get
that little ally the floor of the western Penntions of regret at Mr. Brogan's resig- Vegas today.
Petrocino Gallegos and
Francisco
sea was elevated sufficiently
J. A. Wood of Kansas City, receiv Chavez, of Lamy are at the Coronado. Kansas city lawyer who used to be sylvania
nation, extending to him their sincere
to
conditions
about fresh-wate- r
llianks for his earnest and faithful en- er ot a mining company In southern
Thomas C. E. Hunter, a traveling down ln New Mexico. I He's the man and'bring
the accumulation of carbonaceous
deavors in the interest of the organi- Santa Fe county, Is a business visitor salesman from Wichita, Kansas, Is at for you."
deposits.
Law for Porto Rico.
zation. Mr. Brogan will continue to in the capital.
the Palace.
The carbonaceous beds ln the Penn
And so McKinley "got Sulzbacher,"
make his home in Albuquerque, and
Harper James Cunningham, son of O. H. Kniffen and J. C. White, minhas accepted a position which will Colonel Cunningham of this city, and ing men trom Denver, are in the city and It was about the wisest move he sylvania west of Kansas and Nebras
could have made. For four years the ka consist chiefly of dark shales In
.
permit him to continue to be the con- who resides in Nogales, Arizona, Is en business.
former New Mexican presided over tercalated between beds of limestone
sistent booster for the city that he has here on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd of
Colorado
sandstones bearing marine fossils.
An enjoyable dance was given last Springs, nre sightseers registered at the supreme bench of the island at a and
always been since his arrival there
time when a steadying hand was most But even beds of coal are found ln
from Santa Fe several years ago.
evening (n Library hall for the bene tna Gregg hotel.
like position.
W. 8. Dougherty of Mora, and who needed, and when he turned the court
fit of the Santa Fe baseball team. The
FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1910.
Blake and Durable (have described a
is in the forestry service, Is register- over to his successor it was a model
E. R. Paul spent yesterday in Albu- - sum of $20 was cleared.
of its kind, and tie law of the land trace of coal of poor quality ln the
New ed at tba Claire hotel.
B. S. Gowen, president
of
querque.
Carboniferous of Arizona occurring ln
was never so ably administered.
Las
Inspector E. E. Van Horn of the
M. C. Gordon, of Topeka, Kan, M, at Mexico Normal University, at
With four Spaniards as his associ- the Chlricahua mountains, the San
Vegas, Is at the Palace. He has just Cattle Sanitary Board returned yesGregg's.
Carlos region, and northward. No use
terday from a trip to the upper Pe- ates, Sulzbacher was the chief Justice has ever been made of this coal beJ. F. Wurster, of Morlarty, is at the resigned from the school.
of the court of last resort of Uncle
cos.
the
Elmer
Marsh
of
Special Agent
Coronado hotel.
cause of its limited thickness, low
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam- Sam's little possession, and his work
' G. A. Smith, of East Las Vegas, Is census office today returned from a
fuel value, faulted conditions, and the
Chami-ta- , was by no means easy, especially duruel
Eldodt
and
Mrs.
Eldodt
of
Included
which
Albuquerque,
In
trip
at Gregg's hotel.
effects of intruslves. At one
are registered at the Palace hotel. ing the reconstruction period. He the Chlricahua mountains the point
and Cubero.
bed has
Stanley A. Foutz ot Wagon Mouud, Laguna, Acoma
came out of that task with flying
in the Capital.
Mrs.
and
spent
General
They
Sunday
Frank
Attorney
anbeen metamorphosed to graphitic
is here on business.
J. S. Mitchell, a traveling man from colors, and he was Immediately sent thracite.
who returned yesterday
W.
George D, Hauser, ot Silver Cltv, is from Clancy
Is calling on the trade. into the western part ot the Indian
Louisville,
leave
Ky.,
will
Albuquerque,
again
In 1906, Keyes writing briefly under
visiting friends here;
for the Duke City the latter part ot 8. C. Hall, a hardware salesman territory as one of the United States tho subject "Carboniferous Coal MeasMiss Byraella Johnson, of Des
was ln 1904, and he
Indues.
That
from
Is
the
at
next week.
Claire.
Trinidad,
ures of the
mentions the
Moines, is at the Palace hotel.
Former U, 8. Attorney Earl Crans served thore three years and a half, occurrence otSouthwest,"
Dr. J. A. Massle entertained
the
of coal
limited
J. A. MerBon, a tourist from Fou members of the territorial board of ton of
who spent the past few when the law made the court Inop- in the Carboniferous quantities
Denver,
of the Rio Gran
Worth, Tex., is at the Palace.
health and Governor Mills and Secre days ln Santa Fe on Irrigation matters erative and he retired.
No sections nor thick
James J. Ford and F. A. Lemon, of tary Jaffa, at a dinner at his borne left for his home this afternoon.
Judge Sulzbacher was here with this de valley.
nesses of ccal beds are given in this
Denver, are at the Claire hotel.
Miss Jessie Fairfield of Chicago Is wife, the guests of Mr. Bitterman and article. He states
night.
Tuesday
that Carboniferous
E. H. Darling, a telephone expert of
They
a the guest of her brother C. W. Fair- family of 1221 Pearl street.
Mrs. Samuel Cartwright gave
coals have been generally unknown ln
forestry service. Is here on business. dance at Library hall to several field at the Nusbaum residence on went to Colorado Springs and from the west
"It
and
la
therefore, of con
Attorney General and Mrs. Frank score friends Thursday nlfiht. The Washington avenue. It Is likely that there wIM return to Kansas City.
In central New
Sixty-eigyears old, but as spry siderable interest that
W. Clancy arrived from Albuquerque affair was declared one of the most she will stay for a month.
and alert as a man of middle age, his Moxlco, coals of the Carboniferous
In
this noon.
the
ball.
held
APRIL
pleasant
19, 1910,
TUE8DAY,
beard giving the only In- age have been recently discovered
F. Starr, of Providence, R. I., and
George Curry who has
Mrs. S. Spitz will not be at home patrlarchnl
dication of hli; real age, Judge Sulz- The following Is quoted from the third
who has been a sightseer in the city spent the week ln the Capital and has tomorrow.
Imcher Is one of tihe Judicial figures paragraph of his paper:
has gone to Texas.
been the recipient of much social atA. E. Sullivan,
se
a sightseer from of the country. He Is so well known
"The name of this
Captain Fred Fornoff and Page B. tention, will leave tomorrow forenoon Flagstaff, Ariz., is at Gregg's.
the Ladroneuinn series, is
quence,
ln
west
and
the
Colorado
throughout
to
Otero of the mounted police, went
for his home at Tularosa.
Thomas J. Lynch, a tourist from San that It Is hard to realize that he has taken for the Sierra Ladrones, near
Mtss Maude Hancock, one of the m,,
Albuquerque last evening.
Ca!lf ., Is at the Palace.
which place, important outcrops of
not been a Coloradan.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Relmer and nign scnool teacners, received a teie-- ,
occur. The known
(, A A,ni a traveling man of
Sulz- tho formation
As a niuttor of fact, Judge
ner
New
are
ot
York
sightwit
pnone
muHHnge miorniiiiK
tniu
City,
family,
series Is quite
Kansas City, Is at tho Palace.
baclinr's residence In this part of the area of the
mother was quite ill, and left on this
seers at the Palace hotel.
Judge Vs. R. (1111 of LaLanrle, Roose- country was confined entirely to New limited; however, It is surmised that
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W'llllams came morning's train for her home in Es- velt
be found
county, Is a visitor In the city.
Mexico, where he was a leading citi- the formation will eventually
ln from the tipper Pecos yesterday and tancla.
Mr. end Mrs. V. E. Mlllf-and child zen for over thirty years. He went widely distributed, though probably
Former Governor and Mrs, L, Brad- of
have taken up their residence in SanBert, Texas, ure tourlata In tho tlir-ra mere boy, when tho buffalo In more or less Isolated areas. Tho
ta Fe.
ford Prince have Issued invilntlons city.
sti!l
Iho plains, and he re- known exposures are confined to tho
roamed
PalProf. J. D. Tiusley, the agricultural for a card party at their hpme on
Thomas DoLallo and J. P. McNulty, mained to see tho country settled up Itlo Urando valley ln tho Sierra
Interace avenue, Thursday evening, April
about 30 miles north of Soexpert and who Is stirring up an
both ot California, are at the Coronado and developed beyond the wlldost
est in dry farming methods, is at the 21. The affair will be ln honor of Gov hotel.
corro, and also ln the foothills of the
dreams of the pioneer.
Mills.
ernor
and
Mrs,
Falace.
Slorra Flllcia, 10 miles east of the
H. 8. Herbert, the well known meat
Helped Santa Fe.
General H. F. Robinson of AlbuquerAdjutant Coneral and Mrs. A. S. salesman from Las Vegas, Is calling
He was a potent factor in getting same town" (Socorro.)
ot
Brookes
for
son
from
returned
have
and
Irrigation
Lee mentions traces of thin coal
que, superintendent
the Santa Fe railroad through the
on the trade.
the Pueblo Indians, Is In town on ofil-cl- Albuquerque. General Brookes had
been with Captain McCoy of the U. 8.
business,
Captain E, G. Austen of Albuquer- army on the annual Inspection of the
que, secretary of the cattle sanitary National Guard of the Territory,
B. Ruppe, former member of
the
board, came to Santa Fe today on a
in National
business visit from Las Vegas.
legislature, prominent
MIrabal,
the
superintend- Guard circles, and one of
Hon. Sllvcstre
greatest
ent of school of Valencia county and boosters of Now Mexico, has arrived
acto
from
to
the
here
attend
of
member
legislature,
Albuquerque
former
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trcuble, and urinary irregularities.
and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
companied by Mrs. MIrabal are regis matters pertaining to the territorialFoley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality
firemen's association. He Is registertered at the Palace hotel.
CO,
ROW8
4
8TRIPLI
hotel.
W, P. Metcalf, of Albuquerque, who ed at Gregg's
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BESTSP RING TONIC
Every one should take a tonic In the Spring j our systems require
The change in the seasons produces a like change in our bodies,
and more is required of the blood, from which source we receive physical nourishment and strength, at this particular time than at any other,
Almost every one feels bad in the Spring. Some have no particand weak, and their
ular sickness, but are debilitated,
systems are in a general state of disorder. This deranged condition of
the health is due to weak, anaemic blood ; the circulation is Infected
with impurities which have diminished its natural nourishing powers,
and the body is suffering from deficient blood nutriment. 1 he refuse
and impurities which naturally accumulate in our systems are not
properly expelled in Winter, because those members whose duty it is
to perform this work of drainage do not receive sufficient stimulation
from outdoor exercise, and therefore grow dull and sluggish in their
action ; nor is the skin as active in eliminating waste maters in cold
weather because the pores are not so open as in warm seasons.
These Winter accumulations pollute the blood and largely destroy
its nutritive qualities, and when Spring comes, and everything takes
on new life, and we change our method of living, the circulation is so
weakened that it is unable to supply the increased demands of the
system. Then we suffer from weakness, nervousness, loss of appetite,
feeling, sleep is not
lassitude, etc. There is a constant worn-orefreshing, and we do not feel able to perform the ordinary duties of
Jaily life. This disordered condition demands the use of a tonic, and
It should be one which has the additional qualities of a first class blood
purifier, for to restore health and strength the blood must be pure.
The healthful botanical ingredients of which S. S. S. is composed,
and the method of combining and preparing them so that they build up
and strengthen every portion of the body, make it the best of all Spring
S. S. S. is Nature's medicine, free from strong mineral mixtonics.
tures and made entirely of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of
roots, herbs and barks ; a safe and pleasant tonic for persons of any age.
S. S. S. is not only the best Spring tonic, but its ability and worth
as a genuine biooa punner is
universally recognized. It builds
PRETTY GOOD EVIDENCE.
up the depleted system in the true
have used S. S. S. and found it to
I
way, by purifying the blood and
be an excellent blood purifier and
supplying an increased amount of tonic My blood was weak anil
nourishment to every portion of impure, and as a result my system
S. S. S. removes all became very much run down and dethe body.
bilitated.
I lost twenty or more
accumulations from the circulapounds in weight, had no appetite and
tion, enriches and purifies the was in bad shape. Seeing .S. S. S. adblood and overcomes the unpleasvertised I began its use, and am well
pleased with the results after using it
ant physical ailments that always
l'rom i.W
some little while.
for
It rids the
come with Spring.
liounds to 165 is pretty good evidence
imtired
feeling,
of
that
body
of merit on the part of S. S. S., and as
proves the appetite, reinvigorates to my appetite, it is superb. My
of
the
tissue
body,
fibre
system and general health have been
and
every
built up, and I do not
and imparts healthful energy to wonderfully
S. S. S. the credit for
The body hesitate to give
all who are
II. MARTIN.
it 50
the
if
well
and
be
Second
cannot
St, Warren, O.
strong
no
and
or
is
weak
blood
impure,
lnr.n clmitM hA HCpH whifh fioeS
the circulation. If you select S. S. S. as your
cleanse
not thoroughly
tonic this Spring you will experience better results and more vigorous
health than ever before, because it will make your blood just right.
Insist on getting S. S. S., there is no other just as good.
TH2 SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA,
it.

run-do-
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run-dow-

heits associated

with one member of Cowles,

N.

M.,

with the hope of

find-

section in the Pennsylvania ing a sufficient quantity of good coal
one mile east of Rowe, N. M., but the to use ln connection with the reducwriter is unable to find any descrip- ing of metallic ores.
The coal bed exposed In the drift
tion in literature of the beds reporta general

rarely exceeds 15 Inches ln thickness,
fin the Rln Pecos, in the western it has a bituminous shale roof one
nnrtlnn nf ,Snn Mleuel COUntV. N. M., foot thick beneath heavy sandstone,
Pennsvlvania coal has been mined in while the floor is sandy shale. In
and near the base cf about 1,400 feet quality the coal is Bimllar to that dewith occasional sand- scribed In a previous paragraph. This
of limestones
stones and thin beds ot clay shale. coal has been used for local purposes
at Cowles with fair satisfaction.
These beds rest directly on tne
The above description bears addicomplex of the Santa Fe
Above the lower or lime- tional testimony that uhe beds of the
range.
stone division of the Pennsylvania Pennsylvania in the Rocky mountains
containing uhe coal, there occur over do not represent, in their entirety, the
oi coalless phase ot that series.
!,000 feet of red beds consisting
shales,
sandstones
conglomerates,
and some limestones; these beds
FIVE MILE POWER
tn the Carboniferous
system
LINE FOR DEMINQ,
with the possibility of the Permian
The Dem-InDeming, N. M.. April 19.
series being represented at tne top.
Ice and Electric Company have
The lower or limestone division ordered a carload of motors and transInvertebrate
contains an abundant
mission wires for Che purpose of runfauna. Five lots were collected from
a power line five miles southabove and below the coal, all of which ning
west of town. They are under conranrooent closelv related faces and
tract now to Install all the motors'
evidently belong to the same fauna. which
they have power at present to
are
sp.,
fossils
Zaplhrentlc
Among the
aff. furnish, and other 'farmers desiring
Productus
Inflatus
Pmrtnctns
, motors to run their pumps will have to
wallaclanus, Marglnlfera aft. murlca-tawait until the company completes its
a
Marglnlfera aft. splendens,
four hundred horse power installation
Squamularia
illlnoisensis,
for the
orbicularis, which will be used exclusively
Clyothyrldlna
perplexa,
for irriHustedla Mormoni, PhilllpBia sp., yer-by- a purpose of generating power
The
guarantees its
Composita Bubtllita, gation. motors company
bennetti,
to furnish water at less
larger
Cyathaxonia sp., Rhombapora
time to keep
same
at
the
Derbya cymbola, Splrifer, undertaking
the motors ln perfect repair. A pumpcameratus and Splrifer rockymonta-m- ,
ing proposition of this sort doesn't
a
rp r.onrefi H. Glrtv. who made than
one cent per thousand gallons,
an examination of the fossils Is dis
exactly beat the Dutch, but it beats
posed to think they belong rather low the ditch mighty bad.
the Pennsylvanian series.
M. M. Klllinger Is building a modThe coal Is exposed in two localities. ern store building fifty by sixty by
sec. 5, T. tho laMa nt hla riM hiiRlnnaH hniifia nn
4
ot the BE
l the NE
of I Sllvap nvanna
I M
It 18 R. and iu the NE
fa tn
Thta
18
T.
28,
N., R. 12 E., be of cement blocks manufactured ln
sec.
the NE
Several
N. M. Principal Meridian.
Deming. This one makes four handyears ago, a drift was made in the some brick buildings now in course
hn.it tn T 1fi N.. R. 12 E.. and consid
of construction on Silver avenue alone.
erable coal taken out for local use and
C, Xi. Betts who is superintending
for experiments In making coke. The the
setting out of the large orchard
bed ranges from less than one foot for Bowler brothers, is ln town today.
to more than three feet In thickness;
8. J. Smith Is in town today receivthe floor is fireclay and the root con-sla- ing a carload ot engines and pumps
nf about two feet of clay shale for the Smith colony twelve miles
capped by calcareous sandstone 10 south ot Deming. Mr, Smith Is also
feet uhlck, grading upward into
getting ln a well drilling machine.
The coal is very poor In
The chamber of commerce have enquality and evidently contains a large gaged quarters ln the Deckert block.
ar
mixed
percentage of mechanically
A. W. Pollard is experimenting with
gillaceous material. Borne Cleavage maple trees. While the trees have not
fnnoa ara hrlcht and It might be possi
been set out a great while, and It is
ble to wash it so as to produce a good
Impossible to say Just wlhat the excoko
oi
A
graue
of
fuel.
poor
quality
periment will show, he says the trees
has been made from this coal as tukon are growing oft nicely and show every
from the mine, but the probabilities appearance of health and thrift.
are it will never be developed for this
,
purpose.- - The bed is likely not per-Judge McFie Signs Decree to Quiet
slstcitt enough in thickness to Justify Title
Judge MrFle has signed the
or
tilie erection of a washing plant
quieting the title to the site' of
coke ovens. About 300 feet back from the Camlleld reservoir
project on the
the entrance of the drift the coal thins Las Vegas grant.
At a dis
to ono foot iu thickness,
mile in either directance of one-hation along the outcrop, the bed appar- if You are a Trifle Sensitive
ently thins out and disappears, It Is
About tho size of your shoes, It's soma
quite probable "that future prospecting will show coal of workable thick- satisfaction to know that many peo.
ness at local points on tlhls same liorr-aon- ple can wear shoes a size smnller by
the antishaking Allen's Foot-Ease- ,
The coal in T. 18 N R. 12 E Is ex- septic powder, into them. Just the
ot
in
Patent
the west cliffs
thing for Dancing Parties,
posed by a drift
the Rio Pecos, as Is the case ot the Leather Shoos and for Breaking ln
New
Shoes.
overtwo
When
or
Tubbers
mentioned
The
bed,
previously
bods occupy practically the snme hori- shoes become necessnry and your
zon In the Pennsylvania
rocks, but shooB pinch. Allen's Foot-Ens- a
gives
thoy are separntod geographically by Instant relief. Sold Everywhere, 25c,
Allen 8.
more than 8 miles of barren strata. Sample FREE. Address,
The drift ln 7. 18 N, R. 12 K, was Oimstend, Le Roy, N, Y., Dont'g accept
made by uhe Pocos Copper Co., ot any substitute,
ed in the following paragraphs.
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MISSION BEGINS
AT THE CATHEDRAL.

Preaches
Redemptorlst
Bell
Opening Sermon
Tolled Every Evening,
The Rov. Father Vogt, the Redemptorlst, who has come here to conduct
a mission at the Cathedral for the
English speaking Cathojlcs and any
one who desire to attend the services,
opened the mission at 9:30 o'clock
mass yesterday morning. He preached an eloquent sermon In which be
outlined the plan of the mission which
1b to continue a week and said that
there will be mass every morning at
6 o'clock for the working people who
could not attend the 8:30 mass. The
services In the evening will consist of
a sermon, rosary and benediction.
In his sermon yesterday
morning
Father Vogt urged his listeners, who
filled the church, to attend all the exercises connected with the mission
pointing out the resemblance of these
series of services to a chain, all of
the llnkB of which are necessary to
give it strength. Ho said there Is no
telling at which particular exercise
or devotion Divine grace may enter
a man's heart and he also asked that
all say short prayers every day for
the mission's success.
He emphasized the Importance
of
making this a spiritual week and ask
ed his hearers not to loiter around
saloons.
"For some of you this may be the
last mission," he continued, "and It Is
your duly to make a good one. There
are Borne Catholics who lead their
lives in such a manner as to be ready
at any moment to answer the final
summons. They are friends of God.
However, those who neglect their re
ligious duties and scoff at piety: those
who try to remain In the church but
are lukewarm toward It, certainly
merit the condemnation which is found
in the bible."
Father Vogt said the Cathedral bell
will be tolled every evening, this being for those Catholics who do not attend the mission and are considered
practically dead by the church.

AUTO TURNS TURTLE;
FRANK OWEN ESCAPES.

TRIBUTE TO SERVICE

FILED

Peak Climbing Was the Program for
Party of Autolsts But the
"8prlng" Wa Added.

8cholr, Writer, Public 8peaker He
Doing Good Work for Great

Joseph Samuel Young of Taos
County Claims to Be the
Rightful Heir

While attempting to scale one of
the "peaks" a half mile or more behind the home of A. B. Renehan, to
show off the climbing powers of his
automobile, Frank Owen tad a narrow escape from serious If not fatal

WILL CONTEST

Eloquent

Forceful

AT
Commission Headed by Governor Mills to Represent

Territory
BIG

'

RECEPTION

AT RDSWELL

Chief Executive Will Be Given
'
Rousing Welcome in Pecos

Valley.

Governor Mills today appointed Edward C. Wade, Jt, of Las Cruces, a
delegate to the eighth annual conference of state and territorial health
officers with the public health and
marine hospital Bervlce, at Washington, D. C, on April 30.
New Mexico at San Diego Exposition.
By the appointment of D. A. Mcpherson of Albuquerque, Governor
Mills today
completed the board
which Is to take up the matter of
a proper representation and display
for New Mexico at the Panama canal
exposition at San Diego, California, In
1815. The board consists of GoverM.
nor William J. Mills,
,'A. Otero, Carl Lotave and D. A. Mcpherson.
Preparing for Governor's Reception.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
was Informed today that Roswell Is
for
making extensive preparations
the reception of Governor Mills on
23.
will
leave
The governor
April
Santa Fe In the forenoon of that date
and will be awaited by Bpeclal
at Torrance. The same evening he will be given a reception at
Roswell by the people, which pron I es
r
to be a great event. On April 25,
Mills will deliver the com me cement address at the New Mexico Military institute.
IMPROVEMENTS
UNDER
Notaries Public Appointed.
WAY AT FORT SUMNER.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Leo C. Van
Hecke of Santa Fe, and Charles G. Company It Putting Up Fine Office
Given of Silver City.
in Mission Style Work on
Incorporation.
New Church Resumed,
Incorporation papers were filed to
In
Secthe office of Territorial
day
Special Correspondene of the New
retary Nathan Jaffa by tllie Raton
Mexican.
Elks Corporation
of Raton, Colfax
Fort Sumner ,N. M., April 14. Comla $20,- county. The capitalization
were away again this
000 divided Into 2,000 shares. The dl pany officials
rectors are: Alva L. Hobbs, Chrlsto- - week on Important business connected
with their development work and the
Vnn XT
J tl
rl..). I,
few days will see gome announceBickley. The subscribers to stock next
are: A. L. Hobbs, C. N. BlackweU J. ments that will greatly accelerate the
Leahy, Howard L. Bickley, G. N. Flem movement already notlceablo here.
ing, A. H. Officer, H. P. Roseberry and . Lumber has begun arriving for the
E. C. Crampton, each 25 shares.
company's fine mission style office to
be built on Main street.
Inspected Capitol Annex.
Water has been running In the
Governor Mills and Territorial Sec
Gardens and shrubretary Nathan Jaffa today Inspected street laterals.
.
.
l.n nnv
.1.IU in uu-d- bery and shade trees have been put in.
unc iu mo vafjuui wuivu
iuu
Work on the new church has been
construction.
They found that
with an increase of labor, the lower resumed and the finishing touches
floor can be finished within sixty days will soon have been put to It, so that
This will be done should the statehood the Boclety can claim the large donabill pass, for the constitutional
condicon tions offered the community
ventlon with Its hundred members, tioned upon the completion of the
would necessitate the using of the ex- work,
tra space. For the present, however,
Townslte Manager Bernard Is now
for the sake of economy, the work Is at hla Fort Sumner desk and Is getbeing prosecuted with sudh force of ting things shaped up for some telling
convict and other labor as is on hand.
steps in local advancement.
Water Applications Approved.
from Chicago
The last excursion
Territorial
Vernon
h.
Engineer
In a number of prospectorB
Sullivan today approved the follow brought
and they have been greatly pleased
ing water applications: L. R. Lamy of with the outlook here.
Nogal, Lincoln county, to conduct the
The four mile grove of giant cotton-wood- s
waters of a Bprlng In a pipe line for
Just east of the town has put
the irrigation of a small garden: Jos
out foliage this week and now makes
eph Doherty of Folsom, Union county,
as seen
to impound the waters of Gallegos a very striking appearance
who
creek for the Irrigation of 400 acres. from the trains by passengers
seeA certificate of construction was also have traveled for miles without
acre
Issued by the territorial engineer to ing any trees. The twenty-siB. G. Randall for completing Irriga- lake In the foreground still further
tion works on the San Fernando de Improves the view.
The hurried building of cottages on
TaoB In Taos county for tlhe Irrigalots In the strip still goes on. Rapid
tion of 175 acres.
carpenters are the ones called for In
District Court.
Today Judge John R. McFie drew some cases.
the Jurors for the next term of court
The Sound Sleep of Good Health
in Taos county.
of Bound
The restorative power
Governor Mill Writes to La Cruces.
Governor Mills expressed his appre- sleep can not be over estimated and
ciation of Las Cruces, the Mesilla val- any ailment that prevents It Is a menEau
ley and her people In a letter sent the ace to health. J. L. Southers,
Las Cruces Chamber of Commerce. Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time
The letter, addressed to A. R. Cole- I have been unable to sleep soundly
nights, because of pains across my
man, secretary follows:
"I reached Santa Fe Sunday and back and soreness of my kldneyB. My
gentake this, the first opportunity, to appotite was very poor and my
run down. I
write to you as secretary of the Mesil- eral condition was much
Pills
la Valley Chamber of Commerce, to have been taking Foley's Kidney
as
ask you to extend my thanks to the but a short time and now sleep
my
members of your organisation, and to sound as a rock. I ent and enjoy Is
the other good people of Dona Ana meals, and my general condition
I can honestly
county, for the courteous and enthu- greatly Improved.
as 1
siastic greetings which were extend- recommend Foley's KIdnely Pills
know they have cured me." Sold by
ed to me on the occasion of my visit to
Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
your beautiful city. I bee to assure
you I will never forget that kind
NEW MEXICO STOCKMEN
treatment which was given me, and
HAVE ANOTHER ENEMY.
that the remembrance of my trip will
linger In my mind for years to come.
A very unusual and serious state of
"Las Cruces Is growing and Improvaffairs has recently been found to ex
ing greatly, and I predict for Dona
Now
In northeastern
Mexico,
Ana county a bright and prosperous ist
where the caterpillar of a large moth
future.
has been attacking the grass and cat"Very sincerely yours,
tle ranges in Increasing numbers end
"WILLIAM J. MILLS."
over continually widening areas, says
a dispatch from Washington. HunOne Conductor Who Was Cured
dreds of acres were ravoged last year,
Mr. Wllford Adams Is his name, and leaving the ground as hare as If it had
he writes about It. "Some time ago boon burned over.
In October and
.1 was confined to
my bed with chronic early November the moths swarmed
rheumatism.
I used two bottles of over the country, flying long distances,
Foley's Kidney Remedy with good ef- and depositing their eggs lm millions.
fect, and the third bottle put me on The post bids fair to render a great
my feet and I resumed work as con- extent of territory absolutely worth
ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street less for grazing, unless something can
Railway. It gave me more relief than be done to fight It,
any medicine I had ever used, and It
This particular work Is under the
will do all you claim In case of rheu- charge of F. M. Webster, an entomolmatism." Foley's Kidney Remedy ogist of high reputation, who was for
cures rheumatism by eliminating the merly connected' with the agricultural
nrlo acid from the blood, Sold by experiment station In Ohio. His di
s
Stripling-Burrowvision of the bureau attends to the
Co.
business of fighting insects which at8TRIKINQ STREET RAILWAY
tack food crops and forage crops-su- ch,
MEN SLOW TO RETURN,
for instance, as the Hessian fly.
worm end the much-fearePhiladelphia, April 18. The strik- the""wheat-straw- i
"green bug" of the southwest.
ing motormen and conductors of the
Rapid Transit Company, who were
last night directed to return to work
Prompt relief In all cases of throat
by tholr executive committee were and lung trouble It you use Chamberto
slow to follow orders. Up to noon, lain's Cough Remedy. Pleasant
only about 100 had reported at the take, soothing and healing In effect.
Ibarhs,
Sold by all druggists.

J5

ESTATE

IS

Dr. I. N. Woodman of Virsyl- vania Asks for $10,000 Dam
age for Defamation.
Two rather

sensational

suits were

fllod this morning In the district court
for Taos county. One Is brought by
Dr. I. N. Woodman of Vlrsylvania,, a

newcomer from New Jersey, against
Mrs. Mary Margaret Young for $10,000
damages, for defamation of character.
The defendant Is the widow of the
late Henry J. Young of Quests, and
tile complaint sets out a letter which
it Is alleged Mrs. Young wrote to Mrs.
John Pullman at Morrlsvllle, N. J., In
which she denounced Doctor Wood
man and warned her not to have any
dealings with him.
The second suit contests the will of
the late Henry J. Young and Is
brought by his son, Joseph Samuel
Young vs. Mary Margaret Young,
Georgians May Young, Henrietta Bry-ann- e
The petitioner alleges
Young.
that his father was married to Rosarlo
Vigil, the plaintiff's mother, but aban
doned her In 1886 and married Mary
Margaret Syvlcr, whose children the
aliove defendants nre. The petitioner
alleges that the will of his father who
died on October 20, 1909, had been
made while unduly Influenced and under Intimidation, and while the testator was physically and mentally
weok; that the second Mrs. Young
formed a strong and violent dislike to
the plaintiff and that he was disinherited. He makes a number of sensational allegations and asks that the
will be set aside and that he be de
clared the sole heir. The estate Is said
to amouut to (30,000.

The old fashioned way of dosing
a weak stomach or stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.

Shoop first pointed out this error. This
Is why his
prescription Dr. Shoop's
Restorative
is directed! entirely to
the cause of these ailments the weak
Inside or controlling nerves. It Isn't
so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to strength
en a weak Stomach, Heart, or Kid
neys, If one goes at It correctly. Each
inside organ has its controlling or In
side nerve. When these nerves fail,
then those organs must surely falter.
These vital truths are leading drug
gists everywhere to dispense and rec
ommend Dr. Shoop's Restorative.
Test it a few days, and see! Improve
ment will promptly and surely follow.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
EDITOR MULLANE INDICTED
FOR CRIMINAL
LIBEL.
Dr. C. E. Lukens of Albuquerque Was

the Prosecuting Witness-OtItems.

her

(Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.)
Carlsbad, N. M., April 15. The
has
Jury
completed Its work and
grand
lm
been discharged. Twenty-si- x
true
bills and two no bills were returned.
Among the bills returned was one
agair.st Wm. H. Mullane, the proprie
tor of the Carlsbad Current, for crim
inal libel, Dr. C. E. Lukens being the
prosecuting witness. The entire week
of the court is likely to be taken up
with the trial of the Moore brothers
from the plains for murder. The first
two days were spent in securing a
Jury
I. S. Osborne, the bonanza farmer,
gave a roast pig banquet In honor of
Colonel C. W. Merchant of Abellne.
Bat down to a libAbout twenty-fiv- e
eral feast of good things to eat and
drin k.
The bridge across the Pecos at
Ctrlsbad Is nearing completion, the
contractors now having most of the
steel In place. It will not be long until the bridge can be taken Into use.
The bridge across Black river near
Mnluga Is also nearing completion.
Tfaese are two Important public Improvements under the Carlsbad pro

ject.

The Impression was general that the
low temperature a few days ago destroyed practically all the fruit, but
F. O. Tracy, who Is the b6st Informed
peach man In the southwest, Inform
ed the Journal man yesterday that the
crop will be very little below normal.
Mr. Tracy used about 3,000 smudge
pots in Ibis orchard, and It hns con
vinced every fruit grower here that
It payB to smudge.
Watch for the Comet
The Red Dragon of the sky. Watch
the children for spring coughs and
colds. Careful mothers keep Foley's
Honey and Tar In the house. It Is the
best and safest prevention and cure
for croup whore the need Is urgent
and Immediate relief a vital necessity.
Contains no opiates or harmful drugs.
Refuse substitutes.
Sold by Striping-Burrow- s
Co.

PRESIDENT TAFT
WELCOMES DAUGHTERS.
Washington,
April 18. President
Taft made the address of welcome to
the delegates to the convention of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, which opened here this morning.
In Convention hall, the home of the
organization which has Just been completed. Nearly a thousand delegates
were In attendance.
The session
promises to bo lively,
PRICE OR HOGS BREAK3
DOLLAR A HUNDRED.
Chicago, April 19. Die price of
hogs has declined a dollar a hundred
the last two days. A fow weeks ago
hogs sold tho highest since the Civil
War, Heavy shipments followed and
prices broke consequently.

of dr.

McQueen

gray.
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CITY

Southwest.

Taos Valley Orchards Com-panFiled Incorporation
Papers Today.

y

Pueblo, Colo., April 13. Dr. E. McQueen Gray of Albuquerque, N. 'M.,
who made a notable address here before the dinner given by the board of

MARSHALL

Tragedy Enacted at Windmill City in the Quiet
of Sunday

control of the Elghteentlh Irrigation
26-3Congress, Pueblo, September
1'JIO, Is a most interesting
character,
ARREST
RESISTED
DEPUTY COAL OIL INSPECTORS and one of the leading men of the TORRES
Great Southwest.
Dr. Gray Is an Episcopal clergyman,
Tax Levy of Only Four Mills for a university president, a scholar, a Knocked Down Officer Three
a public speaker, tho friend
writer,
Time Before the Latter
Territorial Purpose Next
of diplomats and distinguished men
Used Weapon.
Year.
the world over. The National Irrigation Congress was most fortunate in
18
James
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent securing his services as foreign secDemlng, N. M., April
retary, to head a department that has Hughes, city marshal of Demlng, Luna
that the not
toduy announced officially
only been most attractive and In- county, shot and killed elements Torwill be eleven
tax rate for 1910-1viting as an adjunct of the great de- res yesterday when the latter resistmills, divided as follows: Territorial
Institution, but has render- ed arrest upon being caught breaking
Institutions 6.50 mills; territorial pur- velopment
ed most efficient service to the United into a store. Hughes was knocked
poses 4 mills; road fund 1 mill; char- States
government In preserving the down three times before he could
itable Institutions 1 mill; Capitol recomity of nations.
shoot.
.05
a
of
bonds
fund
sinking
building
Tho following synopsis. In brief, of
mill; insane asylum bond sinking fund
attainDr.
and
SPECIAL AGENT FARMER
Gray's qualifications
.05 of a mill.
ments are Indicative of the value of
IN LUNA COUNTY.
Notaries Public Appointed.
the man to the congress and to the
Covernor Mills today appointed the west:
(Special Correspondence of the New
following notaries public: Hiram M.
President of the University of New
Mexican.)
Dow. of Roswell, Chaves county; W. Mexico
and member of the state board
A. Tenney, Jr.,
Silver City, Grant of
N.
M., April 15. John W.
Demlng,
education.
U. S. land agent, has
Farmer,
county; Edward S. Whitehead of Azspecial
National
of
the
Foreign secretary
the last two days in Demlng
tec, San Juan county.
spent
Irrigation Congress.
homestead ImIncorporation.
Author of a good many works of and vicinity inspecting
to other
A big irrigation enterprise filed
different kinds, educational work, Ac- provements and attending
Ion papers today In the office tion, drama, poetry, etc., published In matters in line with his duties as speHe was Joined here tocial agent.
of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. Europe.
by Mr. Rideilnger, also In the govIt Is the Taos Valley Irrigated OrCompiled for the United States de- day
chards Company, capitalized with half partment of the interior a depart- ernment service, and together they
a million dollars divided Into 5,000 mental document on "Reclamation In are to make a tour of inspection south
miles and west and north
twenty-fiv- e
shares. The headquarters are at Taos Foreign Countries."
as Silver City, and then to the
and Alexander Gusdorf Is named the
Chevalier of tho Order of Merit of as far
The Incorporators France and of the Libertrador of Mogollon district. They will return
territorial agent.
lo this point In about two weeks. Mr.
and directors are: Alexander Gusdorf Venezuela.
Farmer expresses himself as greatly
60 shares; Bertha Gusdorf 10 shares;
Companion of the Order of Medjl-dleMimbres valley. Ho
Gerson Gusdorf 10 shares, all of Taos;
and of the Order of Osmanleh pleased with the
find the
J. Ralph Young 60 shares; Callldore of Turkey, honors given during
the was very much surprised to
which
has taken place
development
D. Welmer, 60 shares, both of Colora- campaign of 1S85.
In the last year and was espedo Springs. The company proposes to
Has traveled over and knows all of here
nabuild four Irrigation projects taking South America and Africa, and the cially Impressed by tine permanent
ture of the improvements which are
water out of the Ranchos del Rio continent of Europe thoroughly.
made upon the land In the
Dr. Gray's father having been in the nf.w being
Grande, Canada de los Alamos, Miranda Arroyo and Rio Chequlto and to re- British diplomatic service and Dr. vicinity of Demlng. "The abundance
claim the Crlstoval de la Serna and Gray's own experience In connection and purity of your water," said Mr.
stood by one of the irriRancho del Rio Grande grants.
therewith make him particularly val- Farmer as he
wells which was delivering
gating
Naof
Proas
the
Taos
uable
secretary
Pueblo
foreign
Irrigation
Maps for
at out two thousand gallons per mintional Irrigation Congress.
ject.
"is together with the healthful-nes- s
Dr. Gray's declaration that the Na- ute,
General H. F. Robinson, irrigation
to
of your climate sufficient
engineer for. the Pueblo Indians, today tional Irrigation Congress "is the build your country up and make it
and Industrial
filed with Territorial Engineer Vernon greatest economical
IS IT ANOTHER .CASE
rich and populous, aside from the demOF CHARLEY ROSS. L. Sullivan, maps of a very complete movement In the world," Is signifionstrated fertility of your soil."
survey of the Taos pueblo grant and cant, from the standpoint of a man
The board of directors of the chamBurke
Receives Appeal proposed reservoirs on the Rio Pueblo who has traveled widely over the
Postmaster
ber of commerce will meet tonight.
'
In
the
esteem
is
held
world
and
by
Lucero.
to
In
and
Assist
From Philadelphia
Rio
H H. Bradstrater
and wife and
government of the United States. He
Finding Lost Boy.
Deputy Coal Oil Inspectors Named.
daughter are in town today. This
Postmaster Burke- - has received an Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mar- further said:
from northern Indiana
"The National Irrigation Congress family comes
appeal from Assistant Police Superin- tinez today appointed and reappointand they are seeking a less rigorous
tendent T. O'LeaTy of Philadelphia, ed the following deputy coal oil In- Is a potent force In the comity of na
t i.n from the officials of climate and a place where fruit and al- asking him to assist In discovering spectors: Orln A. Foster, Raton; M. tions.
1,1.
wdhinirtnn th.it falfa can be grown profitably. Mr.
the whereabouts of Horace Vivian M. Padgett of Las Vegas; Thomas S.
of the Congress have done Bradstrater said that the Mimbres
Qulgley who has been missing from Hubbell of Albuquerque; J. Y. Thorn- the labors
hal- - valley nilea me Din
his home In Philadelphia since March ton of Roswehl H. H. Betts of Silver muM. tnorrt satahllahlnr a nice
Senator Upton Is In town today, on
counand
this
ance
between
foreign
8.
was
the
Whether
kidnapped City; W. A. Carmack of Alamogordo,
boy
his return from El Paso.
as was Charles Ross In Germantown and Carl Spinner of El Paso, Texas. tries, and the entertainment of distinCrarles D. Nelson, the veteran cow
guished, foreigners at previous con man
near Philadelphia many years ago, and
from the Black range country
has been Blncerely appreclatgresses
which occupied the public eye for
former sheriff of Grant county, is
Read the pain formula on the box of
in all
years, or whether Quigley has simply Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your ed by nations great and small
nnrts nf the globe.
speuuiug a lew uaja iu uvuiiu&.
run away from home remains to be
Doctor if there is a better one. Pain
"The administration in Washington
seen. The police official's letter Is as means
blood
pressure admits the congress is trying to do
Diarrhoea should be cured without
congestion
follows:
somewhere. Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain and is actually doing a work that no, loss of time and by a medicine like
"Dear Sir I am trying to locate my
Tablets check head pains, womanly other national organization can do or Chamberlain's colic, uoiera ana uim
8,
boy who disappeared on March
Try one, and Is doing."
pains, pain anywhere.
rhoea Remedy not only cures prompt.
1910, and from what we have found, see!
Sold by Stripling20 for 25c.
Dr. Gray also paid a high tribute to ly but produces no unpleasant after
leads as to believe that be is in the
Burrows Co.
Irrigation in this country and to the effects. It never falls and Is pleasant
state of New Mexico.
work and Influence of the National and safe to take. Sold by all druggists.
"Enclosed find flvo circulars
and
WITH
COMPANY
Irrigation Congress when he said:
three cards, which I hope you will TRUST
$200,000 CAPITAL AT CARLSBAD
"All conditions, and the aggregation RAILROADS OBJECT TO
place In a conspicuous place in or
OF RATES.
REDUCTION
of all possible conditions know in lr-- i
about the town, and anything whatof the El Paso Dis rlgatlon the world over are found In
ever jou can learn
concerning the Annual Conference
tnat
is
this country. It is unique, and
southwest Greatly Interested In tho
trict of the Methodist Episcopal
above will be, greatly appreciated, if
what strikes the foreign engineer orj
Church In Session:
Hearing Before the Interstate
you will communicate to me."
government officer favorably. When
Commerce Commission,
This is the description given of
to
Pueblo
come
the
'
10.
an
The
X.
delegates
M
foreign
April
Carlsbad,
Qulgley:
Ar- in
will
the
next
fall
find,
Meth
El
(hey
Paso
Kansas
6
"He is 17
City, Mo., April 19. All
years old, feet, 8 or nual conference of the
9 inches, 130 pounds, medium
stout odist Enlscoiml church, South, con kansas valley, from Garden City and broads entering Texas, Colorado,
GunnlBon
build, light brown hair, light complex, venes today. About sixty visitors are its pumping to the great
Kansng and 0kl!lhoma aro opposing
a varie- - thg e(for(g Qf g0iltnwe9tern shippers to
ion, large scar back of left ear, small In attendance, and more are expected. tunnel on the western slope,
unand
in
Irrigation
ty of conditions
brown mole on left cheek and back
lnduce the inter8tate commerce com-- '
Presiding Elder Cochran of El Paso der
irrigation that will enable them
of neck, small corner broken off center presides.
the A(lant(, gea.
re&
with
to
a
make
study
,
comprehensive
hMrlno. nn
upper tooth. Wore dark gray light
' Th
The growth of the Carlsbad project
has
It
and
gratification.
advantage
striped sack suit, derby hat, heavy Is indicated by the growth of the busin
nowhere
to
me
often
that
occurred
storm tan laced shoes buckled at top, iness
k
nmi..ii..i.
"
' :
of Carlsbad and other towns In the world has the alert, thoughtful
""."'"J
Inch collar.
wore 14
Left on bicy
he
the district. New business enterpris foreigner so great an opportunity of f"
rallrfads
Anil-Skicle with
tires. He has es are
introduce
and
contemplated among others a entering a school of instruction
knowledge of civil engineering work
- Petition.
with a 200,000
Imparting and receiving useful nationand may apply for position as rodman. large trust company
under territorial nl Information as In the sessions of the
organized
Any Information concerning the above capital
PRESIDENT LOVETT IS
laws for the main purpose of loaning National Irrigation Congress.
please communicate at once by teleQUITE OPTIMISTIC.
on lands under the project. It
graph to T. O'Leary, Assistant Super money
Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
Intendent of Police, Philadelphia, Pa." seems that Wisconsin parties who
Chicago, April 19. Robert S. Lovhave been visiting the project from oiirolv driven int nf the hlnod with
time to time for several months osten n. chonr,'. nheiimnti. nemerlv lln- - ett. president of the Union Pacific
Your tongue Is coated.
re-of acquiring uld or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's book-- 1 and Southern Pacific railroads
sibly for the purpose
Your breath Is foul.
from a six weeks' in.
land have In reality been looking up let on Rheumatism plainly and inter- turned last night
Headaches come and go.
tells Just how this Is done. spectlon trip over the Harrlman Bys-TeThese symptoms show that your business openings. It seems that they estlngly
some sufferer of this book, or tem. Judge Lovett traveled more than
Is a good opening for farm
stomach Is the trouble. To r?move think there
hetter still, write Dr. Shoop, Racine, fifteen thousand miles and inspected
the cause Is the first thing, and Cham- loans, a commission house strong Wis., for the book and free test sam- - every mile of track in this country
of
to
handle
all
this
products
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets enough
The business outlook
pies! Send no money. Just Join with and Mexico.
mowool,
will do that. Easy to take and most ef- section. Including, sheep,
Dr. Shoop and give some sufferer a inrougnoui ine .wesi is spiemim, no
Is
rumored
and
It
hair,
hay
grain.
fective. Sold by all druggists.
surprise. Sold by Stripling-- ; ' said: "I think the crops will be goodthat they contemplate
purchasing pleasant Co.
generally and will cause a continuaBurrows
known
block
as
Tanslll
what
Is
tho
.
BY ELECTRICITY,
PUMPING
tion of the good times we are now en- ware
erect
and
a
In
addition
large
IN LUNA COUNTY.
(Joying.
STRUCK BY
CHILD
house.
If their plans are carried out
WRECKING TRAIN.
Water Will Cost Not Quite a Cent Per the capital will come from the out Special to the New Mexican.
JACK JOHNSON
side.
Thousand Gallons Motor I
IS PACKING UP.
Corrillos. N. M.. April is. lne two
The People's Mercantile Company
liv
Being Installed.
Chicago, April 19. Jaek Johnson
old child of Gregorlo Terrez,
year
, Demlng, N. M. April 16. J. M. Will-lam-In- s on the other hand Is organized by local ing nt Ortiz, southern Santa Fe coun- - has started to pack up preparatory to
Just ordered for Immediate
people and the money has all been - five miles ea8t Or UerrillU, was leaving 1U1 me UHIIiillK
ui omi
horse power subscribed here. The capital of $150,- - Btruck by the extra wrecking train Francisco on next Thursday. His big
stallation a twenty-fiv- e
direct connected elertrlc vertical mo- 000 has already been subscribed, and going west yesterday and seriously In- - touring car which Is to be part of .the
tor to pump Ills big Irrigating well Ave as soon as the necessary formalities Jured. The child who was nt play on training camp will be shipped tomormiles southwest of town. The power of organization can be completed thlB the track was struck by the engine row and Johnson's baggage and gymIs to be furnished by the Deming Ice company expects to be
ready for busi- on the forehead and there is very lit nasium outfit will be forwarded next
and Electric Company, who are to ness. Those new
day,
Its recovery.
are hail- tle hope-fo- r
enterprises
build (he transmission wires
and in- ed wilh welcome, as the people constall the motor. Under this installa sider
they are needed badly.
a
tion, the water will cost nearly
cent per thousand gnllons. The DemROOSEVELT
VISITS HUNGARY'S
lng Ice and Klectrlo Company now
MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE.
have the specifications for their new
Installation of four hundred horse power capacity which is to take care of
Budapest, April 19. The Roosevelt
the various Irrigating wells In the party left here this morning on n
iiAn.i h.ith Mood contains millions of tiny red corpuscles, which are
There Is a gen- special train for Babolna, where they i,. inino- onrl nimrlnhUii element of the circulation. These coiTiuicles aro
vicinity of Demlng.
from food
eral feeling among the farmers that spent the day as guests of Count constan'-lforming In healthy systems by the extraction of nutriment to
every
supplied through ths circulation
this does away with the difficulty of Serenyl, the minister of agriculture, eaten, and this nourishment is thenwhich
amount
cf
the
receive
does not
proper
of the system. Any system
getting their wator on top of the of Hungary, and visited Hungary's fa- portion
assad
that
countleBS
disorder
to
withstand
ths
not
blood nourishment is
prepared
mous
Is
encountered
when
Arab
stables.
which
breeding
ground
it. Bad blood can not nourish the body, the circulation must be pure, rich and
In various
the Individual engine Is the source of
strong if we would enjoy good health. Bad blood manlfestB itwlf
T, D. Smith of the Wagner ONE OF SIAMESE TWINS
power,
With soms it takes tne rorm oi sun diseases ana eniiuiu, oun
ways.
Electrlo Company is here superintend
with Ballow complexions, torpid liver, etc. If the serms and
GIVES BIRTH TO SON. bilious and malarious,
becomes mora
ing the erection of the transmission
impurities in the blood are of a more virulent nature then bad blood like troubl'-- .
serious and produces Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sorea and Ulcers, and
wires and the Installation of the mo
s
S. B. 8. for bad blood. It is Nature's own blood purifier, made
tor.
New York, April 11). A dispatch Nothing
s
from roots, '.orbs and barks, It goes into the circulation and remove! every imfrom Prague says Hint the twin
and enriches the blood, and in this way supplies ths
Blnzek, known as successors of purity or poison, strengthens
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
B. 8.
body with the proper amount of nourishment to maintain good health, S.
Siamese
the
famous
troubbladder
twins,
recently
and
case
of
kidney
any
li likowise the finest of all tonics and while purifying ths blood builds up evear- y
from
bad
B.
le not beond the reach or medicine. entered the hospital there, where Wosa
cures
blood,
ailment
8.
coming
8.
every
system.
portion of
t
No medicine can do more. Sold by ono of the sisters, yesterday became it does so "imply because it purines the circulation. Book on the blood
mother of a flue boy,
THE SWIFT BPEOD7I0 CO, ATLANTA, OA.
Strlpllng-Burrom- s
Co.
(res to all W--o write.
Injuries yesterday afternoon. His car
turned turtle and he saved himself by
a magnificent vault just in the nick
of time. With him,- but several minutes before Mr. Owen took the leap,
were Dr. J. M. Diaz, who Is one of
the"greatest auto enthusiasts in the
Territory, A. J. Griffin and J. H. Walker. They made a rapid desccnslon
from the car before It turned turtle
and In order to save It If possible from
attempting the feat.
It appears that Mr. Owen has become very proud of his machine and
especially likes the ease with which
the car can be kept under control. He
thought a demonstration of Its hill
climbing abilities would prove of Interest to some of his auto friends and
remembering that Dr. Diaz 1b also a
surgeon he seemed to have no fear
when he began to seek higher altitudes. All worked well for a while
but In some way the car came too
close to a deep hole and started the
rolling act. Mr. Owen declared that
bowling was not in the program and
he stuck to the machine trying to
steer it shy of the hole. His comthought another altitude
panions
would suit them just as well and lost
no time getting out of tho machine.
Mr. Owen continued steering and suddenly felt as though be were In a
Wright flying machine and the propeller had begun to get out of order.
Then with a whirl mother earth and
the automobile parted company for a
second or two. There was a cloud of
duat and a whirring sound and a cry
of alarm from the three onlookers
who expected to find Mr. Owen crushed to pieces. But he had made a
record vault, escaping the hole and
the machine.
The autolsts set to work and took
the machine apart finally placing It
In running condition again. "I am
proud of the material In my car," said
Mr. Owen this morning, "and if anyone enn be prouder than I am It Is
Dr. Diaz who knows automobiles and
had a few of his own In wrecks."
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MOTHER'S FR1EHD
A LINIMENT FOR EXTHKHAIi

Wayside Jottings

uaa.

Mother's Friend
One of the most valuable qualities of

ill

Is
U a
of the mothe..
hoalth
future
tho
it
that
the body, the use of
liniment to be applied externally to
u
which lubricates the musc.es ana lenauus, omioua
i olltlcal
charge of embeizlement, and ducts, prevents lurips forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervousAPRIL 14, 1910.
THURSDAY
which so many expectant mothers suffer.
camo to an abrupt end In district
ness, nausea and othor troubles from
Lambing Outfit Qoe. Into C.m- pan
court at Albuquerque yesterday when
Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for
hi lambing outfit
Mother's
When
conn.Th6
,,L,A herd- - Judge Ira A. Abbott on motion of
consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
natural
asv
and
verdict
when baby comes, and recover
great liniment are always saved much suffering
stores.
...
and without 111 effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug

It

more quickly,
to Mr l.unns raiic.
rniito
' "V ....".
w- Teoio wupi.
will be
T..m
our free
-- corro cou..iy
Pena, agca S9, Write for
Llcen.e
Guadalupe
for the next several week, attending. anu FrRnclsca vwni", god 39 . took
in
nocks
the lambing of his big
1cense nt Laa Vegas
& marrlnRe
that section." Albuquerque Journal yesterday. Both live at Tecoiote, san

hook for expectant mothers.
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MILE RACE
Course Was Santa Fe Station

to the Federal
Building
PRIZE WAS

160 ACRES CF LAND

Two Mountainair Farmer's Sen.
sational Dash for Land

Office.

Llflht Again
Nicholson
county.
no more oil and today the orchards
sensa- Miguel
There was more or less of a recentR.rame Insane on Train Frank rn not exactly a Joy to behold. It Is
and
tion here when D. L, Newklrk,
Bianchard, on his way from Belen In--to'
dj however, that some men in
was arrested
became suddenly
Fe nluj C3t their crops two
npar
g!mta
Albuquerque,
ly appointed postmaster
geasong and have an ample
for the offense of kicking J. H. Nichol-of sane as the train was passing Isleta1 (n
and had to be taken into custoa). supply of oil to fight king f rost.
son, a newspaper man formerly
Sanla Fe but now of Roswell, with He Is a young railroad worker.
What luck they have had remains to
An All Around Scrap The Las Ve- be seen.
whom Newklrk had bad a few brief
a
words. It la understood that when gas Ontlc reports a fight that for
Noted Educator Goes to Chicago J.
r
Nicholson turned away the iiostnias-tn- time threatened bloodshed but ended Nelson Fraser, the Oxford graduate
with
a
umiHert- the toe of his shoe
with nothing more serious than rlpiand hpa(j cf the big English normal
... CI IN PnnlmiA Qotlft
.
. ...
.1- Htftlnn tt- '
our....
niaae in n
some violence to uie
school In Bombay, India, left at
with
for Chicago
Te8t rom a kn(e m the hands of an o'clock this afternoon
the newspaper man's anatomy
re-li-e
a
that
klckee
drawn
results so painful to the
antagonist who had also
where he will spend several weeks
enmade.
been
The
swore out a warrant.
voivcr, x0 arrests have
before going to Harvard university.
were.
hofnra lpftvlnc. I TO'
counter, it is said, took place in tne ,Those who engaged In the scrap
law.
the
senn,
iu
to leave Santa Fe for
uresence of an officer of
Deputy Sheriff Enrique
exceedingly
gret
Marshal Estevan Gutierret, Merencla- I feel sure that in leaving this an- Killed His Wife at the Wash Tub
.
L
Annroaching his wife as she bent over
tjaea and Roque Herrera, Deputy mderful city I am leaving
a wash tub in the kitchen of her home shetig Pedro Padllla afterwards com- Jhe romante spot of America." Mr.
at Miami, Arizona, I nomas Aircu mew ilng to tae rescue 0r sena wno wiw Fraser said thft this was the coldest
the top of the woman's head off with facns t)le otner three men.
weather he had encountered since he
SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1910.
a charge of buckshot. Allen then pro--j
over two years ago to tour the
started
in
muszle
cured a ride and placed the
The Mornng Reporter The Raton
ri,i i,t ha nilmilted that he had
the
the
trigger R,.porter expects to blossom into
his niouth. He pressed
most of hJ t,me m tropical
j
with one of his toes . Tne ouiiei ""-"- Daily Morning Reporter shortly. " 18. lanilsmm
neao
or
wma
pupu-p
Dy
tne
nis
top
ttiroush
iraising the necessary
MONDAY APRIL 18, 1910.
:,nr subscription asking tne near puu- Ing through the celling, peneini.ru
SuM fop rjivoreeorge M.
bed upstairs barely missing its occu
0 gab8crlbe to the stock. It Is a
for 11 dl:illeS
JIA'.,,-n5A,l"'"'llV0:ls alnstMs wife
B.
last weeK. ner niiuauu
"inmong so many anu 110 one wm ire Smith, who refused to leave Pueblo,uo'tV ZZuZl strlcolo.. to come to New Mexico, accordTh J"!
KawortWeM
s auegauon.
couni had been marVied three years B . that must ensue
jing to plaintlll
Forester Lose. Home by Fir-eTh"v
Mas- Kansas City recently.
a Dance-AIf- redo
Left
A.
"has
ReLild Hotel at Cloudcro- ftScott, chief clerk In the for
a decree of, James
"w'ife. GreSor,t. M18--t
office at Capita.
T.rcioU crof hotel is a certainty.
lost his residence and most of iU con-- ,
The contract was signed between H. oarenas bv Judge John R. McFie. The
Veside in
of the
agon Mound. In tents by fire last week. While attemptonager
, flames
he re- Soiftlrester'n Railroad on the part of
g f0r the divorce Mascarenas ing to extinguish th;
In Lime
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HORSES

Sandta and San Felipe straightening
out the Pueblos who refused to be A horse race with many thrilling
leBS
enumerated.
incidents and the stake nothing
tilled for
l.ind,
of
acres
100
good
Waddll
than
Says
of
Death
Thompson
.
Trlbime-uuzenfour years and on which were inmy
the
Albuquerque
In
off"
"Thompson B. Waddll, a representa Improvements, was "pulled
more emphasized
once
sunt
rn
and
Conv
Tobacco
American
the
of
tive
value a minute i
pany, who has made his home here for the extraordinary
some time past, died at his residence time may assume given the proper
on West Coal avenue Saturday night conditions.
The race moreover reminded one ot
as the result of an illness contracted
at the reception given the governor at the old days when land was drawn
won by
the Commercial Club recently. Mr.!Bnd when the best land was
the best
Waddll was some 40 years old and is the man who was drawn by
federal
survived by a wife and four children. 'uorBe, The land officials In the
ai- His Temains were shipped to his old building are still smiling over tne
!home ln Richmond, Va., last night, his air and there is a man in Mountainair
jwlfe accompanying them. The children about 80 miles south of Snnta Fe who
won't
ji8 also wearing a smile that
will follow her a little later."
nnn"neoree W. come off and thinking fondly of a cerBank Is Out
"
Reeves son of a Baptist preacher in tain span 01 norses in me
And
Texas 'who came here some months Williams & Rising in Santa Fe.
with his wife and three children there Is also a man in Mountainair
the benefit of the wife's health Is wno perhaps Is not smiling. He was
CO seconds.
alleged to have swindled the First the loser of the race by
How It Started.
National bank of Roswell out of.
Reeves and a strange woman
J1.000.
jne story ot the race and how it
appeared at the bank about ten days came ahout Is told as follows: Some
ngo with a draft for $1,000 from a life 0,ir years ago Sherman Carmony, a
Insurance company and Reeves lntro- - ,.mm mRn came to Mountainair and
duxed and Identified the woman as , k UI lc0 acres ot an(j, ne worked
short
the person named In the draft. The
got re8ults. But
Dame sent a wire asKiug iue cum,..,
that Jesse K.
ma ago It appears
about the draft and receiving a favor- of Mountalnalr, heara tUat
able reply paid out the 11,000 in cash.
exerclced his
had a,read
'
ln
t0 M
that IQie draft was
it was
tlon , whetner or
tha the
a """.graph or prtated faetmUe of a
he
awfully take up tns
.o a
en
real draft that ha
no
omm .oner in vas
e
copies had W
policy. These
cue
to land experts
.
... Carmony's
been sent out as an advertisement cording
come to thg
-..
Uuana neeves naa remveu
iim on
,0Jylffi0 nH fll
querque Citizen-Tribun-
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It ready to mail. It will bt sent to any person Interested in
on receipt of 7 cents to cover poitage.
The
Stark Yeor Book for 1010 represents an entirely new idea in
nurserymen's literature it is a work of art as well as a
e
illustrations of
catalogue of Stark Nursery products. Within its covers are 32
fruits and flowers, representing 175 varieties, done in four colon, and exactly reproducing
nature. 84 pages are devoted to descriptions, prices, and records.
Stark Delicious, the apple that has revolutionised orchard planting and established a
new standard of apple values (selling at $10.00 per bushel box this year); Stark King
David, another apple of wondrous quality and merit; Stark King Philip, a hardy black
grape of California grape quality, and dozens of the very best things in the horticultural
world are fullv described, illustrated, and priced.
To any one planting one tree or many, of fruits or ornamental, this book is of
k
a guide to proper selection.
inestimable value a horticultural
Stark trees have stood the supreme test ot actual planting tor Ha years they are the
vard-stic- k
bv which all other nursery products are measured they are the first choice of
this country s moat successful orchardists. The success of the orchard is dependent on
the kind and quality of tree planted. Stark varieties are the best of the best. Our record
of 85 years of successful selling is s positive guarantee of tree quality.
Befor yo iedit ft huy,
f eentt fir ihi Start
Yiar BmkJ it toda) befon Ihi tiitin it tikamitid.

'

mi

Stark Bro's Nurseries and Orchards Co.
Louisiana,

Missouri

ge

results that are unfavorable
ley
to its use In irrigation and it is therefore necessary to advice settlers In the
valley against expending money lor
wel!s and pumping plants ln the localities where the first ground water
encountered is preceptlbly saline.
noon and all day yesterday and today
During the present year the geological survey will publish a report on
"
"
iu"B
the region, which will discuss
the
torcycles for eliminating time and dls-ag- geology, the water resources and tho
r
tance. Yet neither figured In this
possibilities of Irrigation.
citing race. How strange!"
BILLY PAPKE 8AYS
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED
JEFFRIES L00K3 YOUNG.
IN THE ESTANCIA VALLEY.
Ben Lomond, Calif;, April 20. Billy
Papke the Illinois mlddlewolgth wiho
3. Geological Survey will Publish Joined Jeffries ln his training camp,
Report on Possibilities of Utyesterilay expressed much surprise at
"From
Jeffries
good, appearance,
ilizing Ground Water.
An Investigation of the Estancla some pictures I saw in the papers,"
an
valley, ln the central part of New ; he said, I thought Jeff looked like
But he looks no more like
Mpvloo was made last summer bv O. !old man
1b down in
do.
man
old
He
than
I
an
E. Meinzer, of the U. S. Geological
to me like a man
Survey, for the purpose of ascertain-- 1 weight and appears
Ing the possibilities of utilizing its j who never has been out of the ring."
groundwater for irrigation. This .Jeffries did no training yesterday and
broad valley, which contains exten-- ! his layoff apparently did much good,
slve tracts of tillable land, is bordered
by mountains, hills, and mesas and SEVEN MLIITARY AEROPLANES
AT AVIATION MEET.
leg t m center Qf an encloaed ,iroin.l
San Antonio, Texas, April 20. Six
aee basin that covers about 2,000
square miles. It includes no perma- aeroplanes and an exact reproduction
uent streams, but the floods that, from of the United States government diri- time to time come down the washiglble will constitute the nark of Hie
arroyos sink ln part Into the ground San Antonio aviation meet, to be held
and saturate It so completely ln from April 21 to the 25. Captain Bald- -r.t tha voIIpv
,i
hiM .nj
,h .,nt
' th. ,u
..

and find his rival's carrlngo returning.
if he had hoped against hope that the
slippery starts had felled his rival and
that he still was in time ne soon iosi
that confidence.
This all occurred Saturday after

Vaoda .na-F- ive
men en-- '
fight at Magdagaged in a free-for-alena, Socorro county, and all suffered more or less badly battered heads
and a slight dent in their pocketbooks.
Turn In Vm
anyone
the improvements, for almost
. ...
.
Four of them were fined five dollars county assessor
no
0
bePeace
the
of
aire
assessment
blanks
and costs by Justice
p0rts that
of
nuarter
section
Flores and one Jose Carillo, who is mg turned in very slowly but that m'
pnrmnnv reali,ei,
11
- ma- nenaltrouble
the
the
the
lAst
month
tho
nf
with
nftop
starting
charged
.
,thls and to use a familiar expression
o .
will be taken to Socorro by Deputy ty will be added nevertheless,
"was on his way to Santa Fe with
,
Sheriff Olguin, to work out a fine of
-nnn.A
nnr.. oanuova,
mvr
"
application of a friend in his water Is
dollars and costs. '
twenty-fivconstantly being lost by Young and Mars will make a general
Banaova. oe u.vera u.ea
A.ana
his
"on
also
was
But
another
Held Under Heavy Bond. w. T. morning at her home here of old age. 1
evaporation. Some of this water can onslaught on records with the aeroTo make the struggle of tho be recovered and used for irrigation planes. The records to be tried for
Arnold was held to the grand jury She was 89 years ot age and had llv- the
of
.
to
men
two
.
,
possession
o
gain
k
at Roswell under a bond of $l,uw
!,,
by pumping from wells sunk to a mod- - Include endurance, quick start and
all the more tragic, both Soles erftte depth
In connection with the killing of A. her are four sons, one of whom is
landing, high altitude, speed and pass.u tu,
He
"
readily Frank Rivera " Sandoval, and five
S. Luckle Wednesday.
araiou, a.B
enger carrying flights.
Water May Possibly Be Used.
it
At
the
bond.
the
preliminary
gave
The funeral will take
'hdaughters.
Ground water can be found nearly
.
finlea I Innen ous.
MAKE
OUR AGENTS
toO.OO
was learned tlhat Arnold did not call P .
A
It appears, however, that Soles
colto Luckie's daughter to bring him
,o ,
oc- WEEK Selling new process water
it
indicate
that
conditions
of
ber
his gun, and that the girl did not take
i
in.n.tinn a bit more clever in a way than his curs most abundantly on the west or portrait and gold frame. Costs 90
such part in the affair. The statement "CNCWMMurraCy
off from cenis complete with glass, sells for
call1
he side, which Is supplied by run
was made by Arnold that Luckle
S. Hopewell, & Hlalng, the
yerymen, that
The $l.!IS. Samples and Instructions free.
W.
mountain
manager;
er,
the
range,
general
largest
him
his gun.
man in Ohio made $22.00 in
noon train and
ed to his wife to bring
w m n miirnnrt- - fi. would be in on
most favorably situated for lr- Young
areas
.M.f
"Mrs.
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Sold Tract of Land
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nciud9 the belt where tneone day. We are the largest picture
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the
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acres
near
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ornnr stnno nf Pennsvlvanla. and a mey couiu put up 10 ruu u.u. w,lu
long, gentle west slope merges intol""u
wanted In each county
Country Club to Cyrus M. Dltzler, a few other capitalists reached here this speed to the Santa Fe land office. He the central flat, chiefly west ot the enereI
111.
Glve
reference
Pearl
and we will extend
of
he
"
City,
prominent farmer
Fe railway, and the broad hot- noon on a special train. The party described his clothes and said
Santa
cre1 1 wlth
The farm is one of the beautiful, high has
would wear a cap and even gave toms of the principal arroyos.
a
made
thorough
inspection
just
taring that he was
of
ly developed tracts that surrounds of the right of way of the line which minute directions as to where to have
'
Ca
In these areas, ground water exists
oueraue. made an attempt to run Roswell,
having five acres in orchard hoe hoon mirvov-ohotwoon Tnrmnpp the rlST SO that he COUld lUIQD HltO It. In nnalHornltlo nnnntltlnfT In fin nenri come. U1II UUO.UdB 4B CSinUllBllCU
Kansas City. Mo.
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with
decorated
We
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Mr.
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Ditch Commissioners
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turned 0T"
ball and chain. He will
Dltzier has large farming interests in
the line will and SoleB meant to have a try at it. ' not be great, and is generally of l'lct,ire ana rrame trust. We want
Judge M. C. Mechem at Las Cruces, to the Bernalillo county officers at any Illinois and is here for his wife a learned that extension of
IffnnJ nnnl Iv Tt aaoma nhahlo thot
The Race Is On,
he commenced on in a very short
has enjoined the Three Saints com time they desire to receive him.
nee1 no capital to
health. He will take possession at tlme. We expect to have an authen- - When the train came in, two men if the water is pumped in the mostftlvef nl5r- '
munity ditch, by its commissioners,
for nil. Wfl tench vnn hnw tn
Citizen
Najeeb
Record.
Want, to Become
tic report ln a few days on the pro- - were seen to Jump off as though they economical manner, It can be proflt- from diverting the course of the Rl Mnloof a native of Turkey, has filed once." Roswell Daily
success.
make
a
Address at once
Victorlo Company Will Except The posed lines to Roswell and Albuquer- - were in a real
metropolitan nhl.r ..en.l fn !tiI irntlnn anA thntlirh
Grande. This case is commonly known notice of his intention of becoming
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'will serve to
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Herald.
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hurry,
case down the
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citizen of the United States, with
to be submerged by the
Sheriff Has Close Call Sheriff Sll- - found his rig just where he wanted It
only a very small part of the
district, ln this wm,am tt stapPf deputy clerk of the whose land,
the Anthony-Berin"Saw advertisement in" New
reservoir the govern- viano Roibal of Rio Arriba county Is anil
to
believe
Butte
reason
there
is
of
Elephant
a
yet
with
the
into
it
speed
makes
hopped
Mexlcan Revlew- particular place the river
court for the fourth district. Maloof ment seeks to condemn, will file a bill
receiving the congratulations of his Dunet out ot a gun. Carmony found that it is sufficient to add materially
horseshoe bend and has occasioned hag llyed m tne united States for of
in the office of the clerk friends here today over his narrow himself at a dlsadvantaee and had to to the agricultural production of the
exceptions
on
sides
both
the eroding of the banks
about twenty years, coming here with of the district court at Socorro fol- escape at
. r ti0 mt one. region. This resource should be de- - Sftleof
timber, District No. 3, Atluiouers
t
Espanola yesterday while ....h
N. M Jtmuftry 21. 1010. Peitl.iri hide
of the river. On the east side omy;nls parents when but a child,
the report of the board of crossing a railroad track on his way
but Its development should que.
lowing
veloped
"Kid Tlmhor Pale Appliconsideration
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what
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,ust
the
and
howeverj
anj
In
cultivation
are the lands
j
Jhe Joy of the Cen,u, Taker-far- mers commissioners filed this week and here. The sheriff and a deputy were ne of(ered tlle driver is not generally be wled out very carefully and with cation,
January 15. 1010, I'pcoh Nnllnnul
KortiHt." will Ik. received uptnand Ini'liKlliiK
on that side have lost consld-- ,. w Haeue. the taxidermist, will which placed the damages to be as- bringing two insane persons
llmlta-asyluto the known
the
of
an
rigid
understanding
tliu&Hh day of February, 1910, Inr all the
but ,erta,n n ,g ,f m0e Heen
orable of their lands, which were in ,eaye thl8 evening f0r Catskill which sessed ln favor of defendant company
Hons which aire involved. It Is be- - mtirt'ltan table dead tlmtier standing or down
at Las Vegas and were drlv- - ,
h
n0hiM
and the live timber marked for culling by
allalfa and other crops, dui on me will be his headquarters during the at neaTly $200,000. The bill of excep- I ng to Santa Fe where
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the
that
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Irrigation
ttey
small! Ihn ForitHt oftUia.'R. ltxiat.id on two area.
she W0U,Q haye ,.geen tne
west side the land is bosque and the coming four weeks, while taking the tions, to which Gregorio Gonzales is take the train. While crossing the been
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several
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go
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ago, went over to tha west side and land Vermejo Park. As he expressed All but four are purely technical. The annrrmphlnff anirlna nnil It la oatrl that
I
largo part of the valley.
Sott lnth,e Lad'
made a cut-of- f
giving the water a it. he has resigned himself for a others are as follows: Raising the no signal was given by the engineer j
made ln the field show that i,,e ne Vt 0 section a, g
of the
Seated on a ,so' leather eat w th theAssays
w
water beneath the extensive west jgWHorM.Roettoni! ;,xithinT.i N.1110
straight channel, hoping to relieve the'month to the mercies of agricultural - question of the constitutionality of the as a warning. The engine struck
.within tlitiPdoonNftttonal Foi'CHt
adversary, So es slope Is relatively very pure except N(,wM.Mnxiooiestimnted
situation on both sides. The excava- - schedules which require his acquaint- act of Congress under which the pro horses, knocking them down
and a sood view
to be aM.mio foet B,
tlon was made and the water was run- ance with every chicken and goose ceedings were instituted.
Alleging dragging them and the carriage about must nave had a tew thrilling minutes near tne Mesa jumane whpra it IB M. of wuMtorn yellow plno Muwtlmber, more
as ne saw inose iuu acres grow nemo.
district.
that the government haB not proceed 35 feet hefnrn tho enlno m tn
ning through and beginning to make berry on his enumeration
Impregnated with sulgiihates derived wiii la. considered, and a deposit of 1200.00
tne jnrst national iiuiik,
a cannel when tome of the west alders Raton Dally Reporter.
ed in accordance with such act, even standstill. One of the carriage axles and nearer. And there was Carmony from a qulck ,)ed of gyp8um that out- - nuiHt Do sent to New
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